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Union Switch Building, Pittsburgh, PA
Architect: Design Alliance
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**Lower energy and operating costs.** Factory-engineered insulated panels are a shining example of continuous design innovation—with new surface textures, colors, profiles and protective coatings technologies. Today, they're as highly regarded for their dramatic appearance and durability as they are for their energy-saving properties.
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**R-VALUE COMPARISON**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Insulation Type</th>
<th>R-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6&quot; Glass Fiber Between Metal Studs*</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2&quot; Factory-Engineered Insulated Panel</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Data based on ASHRAE 90.1-2001 with Metal Studs 16" O.C.
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In South London, a nursery school and social services center by John McAslan + Partners is a series of interconnected, single-story wood-clad pavilions in a parklike setting.
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As someone who takes equal pleasure in the making of buildings and the making of magazines, I’ve been fortunate to help nurture the 90-year-old tradition of Architecture. Charged with the magazine’s mandate to serve the profession and uncover inspirational design, I’ve pushed hard to present only best-in-class architecture—with special attention to the process behind the finest results.

While the challenges of this effort have been great, so too have been the rewards. That’s why it’s with mixed feelings that I leave Architecture this month to pursue new challenges, leaving in the hands of an eminently capable team this great brand and its legacy. I’ll continue to support Architecture, and I’m sure you will, too.

A proudly independent critic of the architectural scene, this magazine has taken on a unique and somewhat provocative role in the last decade. Following its assimilation of Progressive Architecture’s readership and awards program in the mid-1990s, Architecture was relied on to question the fundamental assumptions underlying the discipline. In the last few years, our mission has expanded to balance criticism and cutting-edge design coverage with insights into practice governance and technology integration. To meet these challenges, we’ve built new online services, launched conferences, and established the premier awards program for residential works. As a result, we now more effectively serve today’s vital information needs.

Along this journey, we’ve uncovered remarkable things; I’ll highlight three in this last editorial note:

1. Great architects are generalists. Let’s celebrate that. In spite of the global drive toward specialization, the best architects are still generalists. While successful professionals intimately know their clients’ lives and operations, this is quite secondary to their unique role in uncovering, synthesizing, and interpreting a broader array of issues. Architecture is still—as a wise friend likes to say—“an old person’s game,” in spite of the recent spike of public interest in glamorous starchitects and hot young designers just breaking onto the scene. Why? Because accumulated knowledge is what makes architectural solutions powerful. The more experience, the more consistent and powerful one’s offerings.

2. Architecture’s “value problem” endures. Let’s fix it. We’re simply not paid enough, and our services are rarely recognized for their true worth. Many practitioners blame the profession itself on this score, arguing that we’ve shot ourselves in the foot by shunning liability. But architects also suffer from a social prejudice against the softer sciences. A recent analysis by CNN/Money placed architects among the most underpaid professionals; nationally, our salaries fall below those of clerics. And in short order, our value problem has gone multinational. A few firms—mainly the big ones—have found that the globalization of design services has improved their business prospects. (And some small firms have catapulted onto the global scene, thanks to open competitions in other countries.) But most architects feel the other edge of the sword: The offshore portability of design and CAD services has an insidious cheapening effect at home.

3. The public still doesn’t get it. Let’s help them. Disregard for a moment the idea that we can teach every American the value of great architecture in the public sphere. Instead, consider how little awareness most of our elected and appointed leaders have about this; that’s where the gravest danger lies. To defeat sprawl, enhance livability, and vanquish thoughtless construction, let’s first cultivate a patron sensibility in the highest ranks of government. Then we can move into the hit-or-miss private realm and look for appreciative audiences that support design.

To attain all of these goals, let’s quickly tap into our rich talent pool. Architects, after all, make great public leaders. Considering the skills and tact required to pursue a vision, all the while effecting compromise in a highly collaborative setting, it’s not hard to see how the architectural process translates into leadership skills.

A world with more architects would be a better place to live in, of that I’m convinced. So as I step down from my post at Architecture magazine this month, one of my top goals will be to continue working as an advocate for architects and their craft. I’ll focus my energies first on solving these most pressing issues facing all practitioners. And I hope you’ll join me in these efforts for the good of our profession—and our nation.
Going over Gunnar
As someone long familiar with the adventurously varied works of Gunnar Birkerts, I found your interview with him particularly interesting [July 2005, page 20]. I was happy to see images of the museum in Houston and the school in Columbus, Indiana, but missed the inventive dance school at Purchase College of the State University of New York.

Birkerts did not, however, win the AIA Gold Medal in 1975—at least not the national one implied by that claim. In part because of precautions against rash decisions, the AIA has long been stingy with these awards. In fact, nobody won this medal between Pietro Belluschi in 1972 and Richard Neutra (posthumously) in 1977. The fact that Neutra wasn’t recognized until after his death underlines the procedural obstacles in the AIA’s Gold Medal program, which still haven’t been fully resolved.

John Morris Dixon
Old Greenwich, Connecticut

Too windy in Chicago
Edward Keegan perhaps protests too much in “For Chicago, An Architectural Feast—or a Fundraiser” [July 2005, page 88]. The very “retrospective of [Renzo Piano’s] extraordinary career” that Keegan bemoans as lacking from the Art Institute of Chicago’s exhibition of its expansion plans is currently on display at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art (LACMA). “On Tour with Renzo Piano & Building Workshop: Selected Projects” plays the exact role for which Keegan is looking: a foil against which to judge Piano’s expansion plans for LACMA, which are also on display. Keegan wasn’t acting as a reporter here, but even opinion can be enhanced by easily accessible information.

Benjamin Clavan
Los Angeles

CORRECTIONS
Gunnar Birkerts’s 1975 Gold Medal [July 2005, page 20] was awarded by the Michigan chapter of the AIA; his post at the American Academy in Rome was architect in residence; and his libraries in San Jose and San Marcos, California, were designed with DSA Architects and Carrier Johnson.

TELL US WHAT YOU THINK
Write to: Robert Klara, managing editor, Architecture, 770 Broadway, 4th floor, New York, NY 10003. Or e-mail: rklara@architecturemag.com.
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Eighteen months after its original design by Santiago Calatrava was made public—and then sent back to the drawing board for security-related revisions—the World Trade Center (WTC) Transportation Hub has been given the green light by the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey Board of Commissioners. The building, designed with architect of record DMJM Harris, is scheduled to open in Lower Manhattan in 2009, and will cost $2.21 billion.

According to Calatrava, the hub's design—a structure that has been likened in the press to both bird wings and a dinosaur skeleton—was inspired by the Statue of Liberty's spiky crown.

The hub aims to express how the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, "changed the life of the city, the lives of many people, the life of the nation," Calatrava told the Port Authority board, which owns the WTC site and is now redeveloping the 16-acre parcel.

But evolving security guidelines post-September 11 have changed Calatrava's design, and the building that will rise on WTC's northeast corner differs significantly from the some-

what more delicate initial scheme unveiled a year and a half ago (middle). While the luminous, skeletal profile of the structure remains (above), the revised hub's footprint will shrink from 360 to 330 feet long, and move further back from the curb (a potential blast source.) The number of steel beams at the building's base has doubled, and while its wings still soar 150 feet above the street, their glass elements have been removed.

Calatrava has stated that these revisions, while noticeable, do not diminished his original intent or the building's symbolic import. "We reduced the amount of glass we are using, but you can see we preserved the transparency and the ethereal character."

Ample glass remains in the form of the building's skylight, which can be opened mechanically (plans call for the hub's roof to be opened to the sky every September 11), and is expansive enough to permit natural light to filter down some 60 feet to the track levels below grade, where 14 subways and one New Jersey commuter train line converge. Robert Klara
Before September 11, 2001, the Pritzker family, of Hyatt hotel fame, was planning a dramatic new corporate headquarters designed by Norman Foster for a downtown Chicago site. But the sudden cooling of the development climate immediately following the terrorist attacks caused the noted patrons of the Pritzker Architecture Prize to scrap their initial plans—and replace their architect.

The Pritzkers chose to commission a more conservative design, intending to make the building less of a potential target in today’s security-minded world. Known as the Hyatt Center, the 1,765,000-square-foot, 49-story tower by Henry Cobb of New York City-based Pei Cobb Freed & Partners, opened in July. Lozenge-shaped in plan, the building provides a respite from the traditional boxy forms that dominate the city’s skyline and includes a series of security measures that reflect high-rise building in a precautionary age. Spaces designed specifically for metal detectors and security checkpoints integrate these devices into two separate entrances on each side of the building—both of which can be completely sealed off to control egress. Planters placed on street level around the perimeter do double duty as landscape elements and barriers to prevent vehicular threats. Edward Keegan

The Pritzker Architecture Prize has a new executive director. Martha Thorne, who replaces Bill Lacy, assumed the post last month, after serving for nearly 10 years as the associate curator of architecture at the Art Institute of Chicago.

The Frank Lloyd Wright School of Architecture at Taliesin West in Scottsdale, Arizona, has a new dean. Victor Sidy, a 30-year-old graduate of the school who was one of Architecture’s emerging architects in 1999 (May 1999, page 100) was appointed last month. He fills the void left by former dean John Wyatt, who departed in April 2004, and some board members hope his youth and qualifications can attract new students and faculty. The New York City–based Sidy has his own design firm that works on specialized research and architectural projects, including adaptive reuse of historic structures, new designs for disaster shelters and luxury retreats, and research with the Montessori school system.

His appointment comes as part of a major restructuring of the Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation (March 2005, page 30), the governing body of the school, Taliesin West, and Taliesin in Spring Green, Wisconsin. A search is now underway for a new foundation CEO, and to fill 14 spots—both vacant and soon-to-be—on the board of directors. Katie Gerfen
The biggest difference between your office and this one? You can change this one without a sledgehammer.
The Latrobe Fellowship architectural research grant, awarded biennially by the AIA’s College of Fellows, has been conferred this year on an unusual consortium of architect, client, and university. Chong Partners Architecture—a firm with offices in San Francisco, Sacramento, San Diego, and London—will partner with the University of California, Berkeley School of Architecture and the healthcare provider Kaiser Permanente, based in nearby Oakland.

The team will examine how hospital design affects recovery and healing for people of different cultures, and will produce a study that may serve as a guide for architects designing any type of project where cultural diversity is key. Says Chong Partners principal Gordon Chong, “If we could understand and predict the kind of response someone might have to a certain lighting condition, for example, we could design more intelligent spaces.” Kaiser Permanente will contribute $15,000 in direct funding and $20,000 of in-kind support to the project, adding to the $100,000 Latrobe grant. The College of Fellows’ selection of this project follows the 2003 premiation of the Academy of Neuroscience for Architecture’s study of how the human brain perceives architecture at the biomedical level. Anna Holtzman

The City of San Francisco has instituted an 18-month moratorium that restricts hotels with more than 100 rooms from converting guestrooms into condominium units. The legislation—a response to plans of the historic Fairmont Hotel (right) to turn 226 of its 591 rooms into 60 luxury residential units—is motivated by concern for the region’s tourism economy, according to the city’s Board of Supervisors. Says one member of the board, Jake McGoldrick, “Right now, it’s just the one hotel in San Francisco [planning to do this], but there are other hotels beginning to convert around the country—and we don’t think that it’s a good trend. Our need is not for million dollar condos,” he explains, “it’s for affordable housing.” He adds that hotels not only provide tax revenue for the city, but also supply jobs for local workers. Over the next 18 months, the city will study the potential effects of hotel conversions before deciding whether or not to impose a ban on them. Anna Holtzman
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This fall, students and faculty are arriving at the Illinois Institute of Technology’s (IIT) College of Architecture in Chicago to discover an old friend made new. Mies van der Rohe’s S.R. Crown Hall, the architecture school’s main building, underwent a 13-week renovation this summer that has the seminal glass box glowing and gleaming as it did when it was built a half century ago.

In 1978, Chicago architect Stanley Tigerman produced a memorable photo-collage of the building slipping beneath the waters of nearby Lake Michigan. Titled “The Titanic,” the not-so-subtle image was a dramatic talisman for the rise of postmodernism in a city that had been dominated by the master’s presence for almost four decades. It was also emblematic of how Crown Hall had fared since its completion in 1956. Its single-pane glass walls had to be replaced in the mid-1970s, the travertine front steps were cracking, and its massive flat roof was prone to leaking on student projects and presentations whenever the Windy City’s fickle weather threw precipitation at the building.

A ONE-ROOM SCHOOLHOUSE
Mies’s design for Crown Hall was a perfect foil for Tigerman’s polemics precisely because it was such an icon. During his 20-year tenure as head of the architecture school, Mies created the campus master plan and designed 19 buildings for the institute. While he experimented with several formal types and construction systems, every one of his proposed buildings on the 110-acre site was set in a 24-foot grid. Only Crown Hall deviates from this self-imposed constraint.

The building is startlingly simple in concept: A single interior space—120 feet deep, 220 feet long, and 18 feet tall—is formed by a steel frame on 10-foot centers. Four 6-foot-deep steel-plate girders support the structure’s roof from above so that the ceiling becomes a floating plane only twice interrupted by mechanical chases. Like a classical temple, the building’s main floor is set six feet above the surrounding lawn, which allows for clerestory windows to open into the basement spaces. Significantly, Crown Hall was the first substantial, clear-span structure that Mies constructed. “It’s the world’s largest one-room schoolhouse,” enthuses Dean Donna Robertson, who has held Mies’s former post since 1996.

MAINTAINING A LANDMARK
In the five decades since its completion, Crown Hall has seen extensive—yet primarily invisible—changes. The most significant was the exterior glazing, all of which was replaced in 1975 by the Chicago office of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill (SOM), a firm once known for its strict adherence to Miesian architectural principles.

Mies’s design for the building’s skin included two bands of glass: an 8-foot-tall course of translucent glazing that began at the floor, creating a soft natural light while focusing attention away from outside activities; and a clear glass upper section that made the skin practically disappear while providing expansive views of the ever-changing sky and the swaying branches of nearby trees.

But both types of glass caused immediate problems. The sandblasted finish that gave the lower portion its ethereal glow was impossible to maintain properly. “It was used as a perfect light box,” explains IIT alumnus Mark Sexton of Krueck & Sexton, the design architects for the renovation.
"Tape would bake on the glass," he recalls, describing how students used the windows for tracing. This irreverence hardly reflected Mies's oft-stated dictum, "God is in the details."

The upper glass panels had a different problem. Former students and longtime faculty members told Robertson how the 9-1/2-foot-wide by 11-1/2-foot-tall clear glass lights—each only a 1/4-inch thick—would bow in and out during windstorms. "There were bet pools among the students on how long it would take the glass to shatter," recalls the dean, adding that, "it would occasionally blow out." SOM solved the wind load problems by using 3/8-inch-thick replacement panels. Mies used 1/4-inch because his was such an early application of large panes that he did not yet understand the necessary sizing. In later projects, he'd use thicker glazing.

SOM replaced the sandblasted lower panes with a laminated product that created a translucent effect through a Mylar interlayer. Some former students and faculty—including one of the project's design architects, Ron Krueck, who has worn both hats at the school—realized that, after the 1975 window replacement, the quality of natural light created inside the building was vastly different. It had, critics said, lost the softness that had been part of Mies's original design.

Last, the entire steel structure was repainted that same year due to peeling. But as the environmental hazards of the original lead-based paint had not yet been recognized, the frame was, alas, given a second toxic coat.

TWENTY-FIRST-CENTURY RENOVATION

It's only in the past decade that IIT's administration has made a conscious decision to embrace its rich tradition of architectural innovation by both committing to renovate many of the school's original structures, as well as commissioning new buildings by Rem Koolhaas and Helmut Jahn on the blocks adjacent to Crown Hall.

Robertson spearheaded the multibuilding renovation with the support and input of school administrators, alumni, contractors, and students. But the key players in the process have been Robertson, Krueck & Sexton, and preservation architect T. Gunny Harboe of Austin AECOM.

Harboe has directed many substantial historic renovation projects in Chicago including such nineteenth-century classics as Burnham & Root's Rookery and Reliance buildings. This time he has a unique advantage. "It's certainly different [to complete a restoration] and have people around who were alive when the building was built," says Harboe. Some of the current faculty, for example, were students at the school shortly after the building's construction and have offered their perspectives during the restoration process.

The work has been organized into phases, each scheduled for a different summer vacation period. The first segment of work, completed three years ago, involved repainting lockers to their original dove white from a stark photographer's white that seemingly matched the old black and white pictures of the building; renovating the freestanding oak panels that form the central space of the main floor; and bringing electrical and data services to the desks throughout the main floor.

Phase two, the most radical in terms of aesthetic intent, has just been completed. A total rehabilitation of the shell, the plan involved replacing all exterior glazing to both solve its functional problems and restore the building's original aesthetic. This also included stripping the steel frame of its lead-based paint and repainting it with a lead-free formulation that is said to match the original color more closely than the one used in 1975. For the entire summer of 2005, Crown Hall was wrapped in scaffolding—both inside and out—since the stripping of the coated steel was a delicate endeavor.

The clear glass in the upper lights is now a 1/2-inch thick to meet current building code requirements. And the lower lights are once again sandblasted to provide the softness of diffused sunlight that Mies first intended. A three-part epoxy clear sealer that covers the sandblasted finish was developed to withstand the abuse of sticky pin-ups. "In side-by-side
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comparison, you cannot tell that there is a sealer on the glass,” claims Sexton, who reviewed dozens of mockups before settling on this finish.

The material changes—even when used to bring back Mies’s original design intent—were not without controversy. “There were some old-time professors who wouldn’t mind if we went back to laminated glass,” relates Sexton. “They love the building as much as we do. They’re not trying to sabotage it; they just have different opinions.”

THE FUTURE OF CROWN HALL

When funding is in place the final phase of the renovation will commence, substantially reducing Crown Hall’s energy use—a daunting challenge in a single-pane, glass-skinned structure with no thermal barrier to reduce the migration of hot and cold air. All light fixtures will be replaced, a new automated building management system that will efficiently coordinate all of the M/E/P systems will be installed, and energy-saving daylighting will be employed through automated blinds to better capture natural light. The hydronic floor system that has provided heat to the building since its completion will be retrofitted to add chilled water for cooling in the summer months. “The goal is to reduce the overall energy consumption of the building by almost half,” says Sexton.

While halving the energy consumption in a 1956 building is significant, no one has illusions that Crown Hall will ever match current green-driven design standards. “Using painted steel in a building like this is really not [an ecofriendly] thing to do,” says Robertson. “You’re just going to have to bite the bullet and repaint it every 25 years,” she adds.

LEARNING FROM MIES

The multistage renovation process has had the added benefit of providing a remarkable learning opportunity, not just for IIT’s students, but for the faculty and renovation team members as well. “There’s more color in Mies than you think,” observes Robertson. She cites the warm wood partitions that demarcate the open spaces of Crown Hall, the dove-white paint on the lockers, and the buff brick that he used on all the other academic buildings as examples of a more varied palette than is usually recognized. “Mies is a much more subtle architect than he’s given credit for,” she says.

Sexton likewise gained some insight into the modernist master as the restoration project progressed. After taking Crown Hall apart, literally down to its bones, he’s still amazed at how thin and minimal Mies was able to make the building. “There’s so little to it, that it all has to be done perfectly,” Sexton concludes.

And even though Tigerman metaphorically sunk Crown Hall a quarter century ago, he lives in a Mies-designed apartment building in downtown Chicago and frankly admits his admiration for Crown Hall: “It’s a beautiful building and every time you go there you find yourself talking more softly because it has this aura.”

With a greater public profile thanks in part to IIT’s recent building campaign, the 2005–2006 academic year will see 717 students at the architecture school, up from 380 just two years ago. With 625 of the students enrolled in studio design courses, some are forced to take refuge in another Mies building next door, because—despite the renovations—there is no longer enough space at Crown Hall to contain all of the new enrollees.

While Mies had his desk in the soaring ground floor space, Robertson has chosen to occupy a basement office during her tenure. “It’s become a privilege to have a desk in the main space of Crown Hall,” she explains. Those so privileged occupy the newly renovated space with an ever-present ghost still lurking in the details.
Even through the fiercest of storms, there is a calm that endures.
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Karen Braitmayer’s mission is accessibility. But she’s not just addressing architects—she is one.

by Robert Klara

a profession known for portfolios bursting with glossy photographs of dashing and colorful commissions, architect Karen Braitmayer is bound to raise some eyebrows when she speaks of what’s in her own valise.

“What I do isn’t glamorous,” she says, a chuckle sneaking to her voice. “My portfolio consists of a lot of bathrooms and handrails.”

She’s not just being modest. A project roster for Studio Pacifica, the Seattle-based architectural firm that Braitmayer founded in 1991, is a catalog of entries such as “accessible circulation paths” and “barrier removal.” Yet such pretentious professional fare is enough to place Braitmayer among 80 others chosen for fellowship in the AIA last year. And despite the fact that she designs ramps more often than whole buildings, that’s hardly diminished her profile: Her time is in demand—in existing structures, architectural offices, and construction sites nationally. “I travel across the country a lot,” she says. Yet when she does, Braitmayer is often discouraged. Some 15 years following the adoption of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), she routinely sees examples of inaccessible facilities: narrow restrooms with too-narrow stalls to doors obstructed by floor grates. And it’s not like she has to roll out a tape measure to discern offending conditions; she knows them because she can’t use them. Osteogenesis imperfecta, a rare genetic bone disorder, causes Braitmayer to use a wheelchair. “I’m quite stumped as to how so many public accommodations miss the mark,” she says. “I can’t figure out where the flaw starts. Is it because architects don’t understand the law, or is it the owner who insists on doing things his way?”

CONTINUING EDUCATION

In the end, maybe that doesn’t matter, because Braitmayer is not to change the situation (see “Leading by Example” page 30). While she’s casually mannered and hardly given to sermonizing, Braitmayer’s nonetheless become an ardent champion for accessibility. She’s appeared in an episode of the popular ABC television series Extreme Makeover: Home Edition on which she helped refit the house of a family with a boy who suffers from the same disorder Braitmayer does. In Seattle’s city hall—which was designed by Bassetti Architects and Bohlin Cywinski Jackson in 2003—she pushed for no-slip flooring on a glass pedestrian bridge for the benefit of those using crutches and canes. But for the architectural profession, she’s become something even greater: A critical voice who’s not some fringe activist, but rather one of their own. “Architecture needs more people with disabilities to join the profession,” she says. “Once we have more architects who see the world differently, we’ll get more inclusiveness in design.”

For now, however, Braitmayer has her own theses to nail to the door. She believes there should be continuing-education courses to help architects understand the ADA regulations (“Isn’t the AIA an organization that could help to provide training like this?” she challenges), and she thinks that architects and community advocates for the disabled should find opportunities to interact with each other. “Architects are visual people, and if they have someone who can show them, it would really click.”

Until it does, Braitmayer does daily field battle with the still-common misconception that accessibility is solely a mandate of the federal or local government. In fact, she argues, accessible design is simply good business. “Owners, and perhaps architects, too, have been slow to understand that people with disabilities are also consumers,” she explains. “We have a choice of where to spend our money. And if we find a store or a hotel that makes it easy for us to get around, we will spend our money there. And not only will those businesses get my money, but the money of my family and friends—everybody who’s with me on that visit.”

WORLD OF TOMORROW

She develops this point with a little crystal-ball gazing. The future, Braitmayer says, will not be a time when the ADA threatens its way toward uniform adoption. Rather, she says, the country is slowly moving to a point at which the concept...
of “special” adjustments for the few are ceding to the higher ideal of universal design, which promotes optimal usage for everyone rather than satisfying minimum standards like those set forth in the law.

In the Seattle residential market, for example, architects are seeing an increasing number of clients who want accessibly designed homes (single-level layouts, wide doors, entrances without stairs) even though they’re fully ambulatory people. Right now, the reason for this trend seems principally financial—in a runaway housing market, clients are realizing that their first house may indeed be the last one they can afford, so they’re making plans to grow old in it. “Maybe it’s age, too,” she adds. “People are watching their parents get older, and thinking, ‘What’s going to happen to me when I get there?’”

As accessible design gains prevalence, Braitmayer says, its merits will become increasingly apparent, and then begin to move the market—that is, more than it has already. “If the consumer says to the developer that he needs a universally designed home, the developer will begin to adopt universal design in order to sell houses,” she speculates. “That’s the groundswell that will make the change.”

For now, however, Braitmayer’s portfolio continues to fill with the likes of grab-bars, ramps, and partitions. But for her, ease of use might be the most beautiful aspect of design anyway.

In her efforts to boost the profile of universal design using her own work, Braitmayer’s biggest hurdle may be that the best accessible designs aren’t easy to pick out—they are, very often, remarkable for the absence of inaccessible design. For instance, contracted by the Puget Sound Environmental Learning Center, a retreat on Seattle’s Bainbridge Island, Braitmayer was tasked with making a nature trail accessible for those who, like her, use a wheelchair. But she didn’t specify asphalt paving or the cutting down of trees to straighten the trail. “We tested natural paving compounds,” she says, “until we found the right mixture of materials that would bind together to create a firm and stable surface—but it still looked like a typical nature trail.”

Braitmayer also often surprises nail-biting managers whose buildings are not in ADA compliance with the news that creating accessible facilities seldom means moving heaven and earth to let a wheelchair through; it’s usually a bunch of small stuff. Called in to survey the restrooms in a high-rise in Seattle, for example, Braitmayer informed a much-relieved owner that the plumbing lines wouldn’t have to be shifted to create wider toilet stalls on all 40 floors, just the partitions. Rather than removing the stone slabs at the door thresholds (a common, and literal, stumbling block for people with disabilities), she says “we just inserted wedges so you can get over them.”

With clean, flowing lines in an array of high-sheen colors, HEWI® Nylon custom railings enhance any design. From bold primaries to soft pastels to black and white, the appeal of HEWI is beyond skin-deep. Its structural steel core and non-porous nylon surface provide a lifetime of durability and virtually maintenance-free performance.
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Last March, a San Francisco–based nonprofit called Public Architecture began a national dialogue about the state of pro-bono work in the architectural profession. Since then, the organization—founded by John Peterson, principal of Peterson Architects, and led by architect and ArchVoices editor John Cary—has signed up more than 45 firms to a challenge called the 1% Solution: Each of these offices, ranging from a one-woman studio to an 800-person, multibranch company, has committed one percent of its billable hours to work for the public good, free of charge. Based on a 40-hour work week, this amounts to 20 hours per person annually.

Peterson started the program, which was funded this year by a grant from the National Endowment for the Arts, because he was embarrassed by the lack of organizational support for architects doing this work. In the legal and medical professions, for example, the bar mandates pro-bono case-loads, and doctors have access to organizations such as the international Doctors without Borders.

The largest firm to come aboard the 1% Solution to date is Dallas-based HKS, with 800 employees (500 of them architects) divided among 12 offices around the world. Having pledged an annual 17,650 hours, the firm already has routinely donated its services to the public good for more than 30 years, according to president Ralph Hawkins. Recently, HKS completed a picnic pavilion for a children’s hospital, and currently, the office is working on a substance abuse recovery center for women and children.

While pro-bono work has been a company focus for years, Hawkins says that the 1% pledge “Makes it a bit more formalized, and the staff becomes a bit more committed to it.” The structure could benefit other firms that regularly donate time but don’t quantify the hours, like 60-person, Glendale, California–based Osborn Architects. Partner Michael Pinto chuckles, “You’re talking to a firm with loose management; if we make money at the end of the year, we know we’re balancing things. In business terms, maybe [volunteerism] doesn’t work, but psychologically, we need to see something built quickly and for enthusiastic clients.”

While pro-bono work is by nature altruistic, some architecture firms cite byproducts that do make business sense: “It’s a good way to raise your profile in the community,” maintains Allison Anderson, of one-person firm Unabridged Architecture, in Bay St. Louis, Mississippi. “And sometimes,” she adds, “more innovation is possible when you’re working for free.” Roy Abernathy of Atlanta-based Jova/Daniels/Busby concurs: “This work helps nurture our relationship with the community, so when we want to challenge norms, it gives us some collateral.” One of his first such projects was a successful densification masterplan for a downtown area of the city of Atlanta.

Abernathy’s years of experience with public interest work have also yielded tips on how to make the experience most productive. For example, his firm is currently working on a shelter for women and children for which he is receiving offers of in-kind donations, such as furniture and equipment. While monetary donations are “always great,” says Abernathy, fitting in material gifts after the parameters of the project have already been defined can add substantial time and effort to design and construction. Anderson adds that occasionally, when the client committee isn’t convinced it needs an architect’s expertise, it becomes necessary to charge a nominal fee, “just to establish authority in the project. Sometimes if you work for nothing, they see the value of your work as nothing—but that’s rare,” she says.

Another caveat is to be conscious of the amount of pro-bono projects a firm can fiscally sustain—something that Lawrence Scarpa, of Santa Monica–based Pugh+Scarpa, admits he’s not very good at. As an extension of his firm’s zeal for charitable work, he and partner Gwynne Pugh have started their own nonprofit called Livable Places, devoted to creating quality, affordable housing. “I get so many calls from architects who want to be involved,” relays Scarpa. “They say, ‘We really want to do something good, we just don’t know what to do.’” At present, finding such an outlet is a matter of chance for architects—and Public Architecture’s efforts so far have been limited to signing firms up to its web site. However, in the near future, the organization’s Cary and Peterson assert that they’ll be actively pursuing clients and projects in need and setting them up with architecture firms in their network.
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The 75-year-old Albert Place Casino in the seaside spa town of Knokke-Heist, Belgium, is slated for a major transformation and expansion led by New York City architect Steven Holl. Beating out shortlisted peers such as Herzog & de Meuron and Zaha Hadid in an international competition, Holl proposed a tripartite design that he calls “Sail Hybrid,” inspired by The Ship Which Tells the Story to the Mermaid, one of the eight René Magritte murals in the original 1930 casino. The scheme calls for the restoration of the existing two-story, white stucco and concrete structure by Belgian modern master Leon Stynen along with two new additions: a sail-shaped, glass-clad tower containing a hotel and residential units that rises atop the Stynen plinth; and a low horizontal building housing a convention hall, clad in white, perforated-metal panels. The rest of the 764,000-square-foot, 350-foot-high complex comprises a casino, two cafés and two restaurants, an exhibition hall, a 500-seat auditorium, two terraces with pools, a spa, and a five-level, subterranean parking garage, below which is a geothermal energy plant. The complex, which the town hopes will “Bilbao” it into the league of major resorts like Biarritz and Monte Carlo, does not yet have a completion schedule. Anna Holtzman
**Kieran Timberlake Associates | Sidwell Friends School | Washington, D.C.**

For this private Quaker school located on a ridge between two watersheds in Washington, D.C., Kieran Timberlake Associates was asked to renovate and expand a 1950 middle school building on a campus that is trapezoidal in plan. Focusing on tenets of environmental and visual harmony, the designers preserved as much of the site's open landscape as possible. The buildings are sited to maximize natural light, while solar chimneys provide passive ventilation to classrooms in the middle school addition. The new structure houses a central mechanical plant below ground that uses high-efficiency pulse boilers and modular chillers. Above is a green roof that collects and diverts rainwater into a "biology pond" located in a courtyard formed by the new and existing middle school structures. The courtyard is a stepped, constructed wetland in which wastewater from the building is recycled for reuse. The old and new structures are visually unified by the addition's wood cladding, which spreads across the existing wing's façade in the form of sunshades, and by the old building's brick, which wraps around the base of the new one. Slated for completion next summer, the project is seeking a LEED Platinum rating. **Anna Holtzman**

**Cox Graae + Spack Architects | Woodrow Wilson Memorial Bridge Operator's Control House | Alexandria, Virginia**

Drivers stuck in rush-hour traffic on the Woodrow Wilson Memorial Bridge, which crosses the Potomac just outside of Washington, D.C., can relax: A 12-lane replacement bridge designed by Parsons Engineering opens for business as early as 2008. But the busy bascule bridge—a counterweighted drawbridge—cannot run itself, which is why the Maryland Department of Transportation commissioned Cox Graae + Spack to design an operator's control house, nestled in the 15-foot-wide gap between the eastbound and westbound spans. The six-story, 1,500-square-foot control house, supported by one of the bridge's structural piers, is a cast-in-place concrete structure clad in perforated stainless-steel panels and ballistic-resistant glazing. The first phase of construction, including the control house and eastbound span, will be completed late next year. **Katie Gerfen**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plan View</th>
<th>South Elevation</th>
<th>East-West Section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 bridge control room</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6 mechanical/electrical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 observation access level</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5 break room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 operations room</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4 entry access level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3 operations room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2 observation access level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1 bridge control room</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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For those of us whose formative years were spent walking the concrete-block-lined corridors of brick-clad postwar schools, there’s a welcome reprieve in seeing a crop of educational spaces that offers alternatives to warehouse-style facilities, both programmatically and pedagogically. John McAslan + Partners’s Lavender Sure Start and Children’s Centre (above) in South London uses a kit-of-parts to build economically, while still ensuring light, airy spaces for the school’s young charges and their families. The Accelerated School by Marmol Radziner Associates also sees currency in connecting its students to their neighborhood—this one in South Los Angeles—while simultaneously protecting them from the harsh conditions just outside the campus. And the Pistorius Schule for disabled children takes advantage of its more sedate surroundings near Ulm, Germany, by encouraging its youngsters to experience the outdoors—and a semblance of independence—by linking its pavilionlike classrooms to open-air courtyards. All of these schools were done on tight budgets and all are public. And they prove that limited means ought never be an excuse for unimaginative design.
Most people have fond childhood memories of playing with Lego blocks, so there is a pleasing synergy when the principles of modular construction find expression in a building designed especially for children. The new Lavender Sure Start and Children's Centre in Mitcham, South London, by John McAslan + Partners adopts the familiar kit-of-parts approach to create a robust, welcoming pavilion for learning, play, and community support that manages to stand up to its tough surroundings.

Set among a population of low-income families battling debt, cramped housing, and weak employment prospects, the Lavender project, commissioned by the local borough of Merton, has wider and more challenging social aims. It forms part of the United Kingdom's Sure Start program, a national political initiative with a budget of $905 million intended to spark a cycle of social improvement through counseling for disadvantaged families, focusing on early childhood health as well as social and emotional development.

The building itself combines facilities for over 90 children (including infants and two- to four-year-olds), together with a café, training rooms, and offices. Parents are able to leave
1 steel frame
2 timber stud structure
3 timber rafters
4 double-glazed aluminum-framed curtain wall with colored interlayer
5 Douglas fir rainscreen
6 air vents
7 double-glazed aluminum-framed curtain wall
8 Douglas fir mullion
9 single-ply membrane
10 steel frame canopy with Douglas fir louvers

exploded isometric
their children in a series of large, airy activity spaces while they relax in the café, undertake counseling, or attend vocational training courses. Hemmed in between a main road and community gardens, the site is parklike, yet the surroundings have a desolate, run-down air. Because a community center on the same parcel burned down, a heavy-duty fence to deter vandalism and ensure the children's safety surrounds the new building. Locked gates and surveillance cameras reinforce the message that modern schooling, even at nursery level, has assumed a different, less carefree dimension.

John McAslan’s response to this current fortress mentality is a sympathetic one. Conceived as a pavilion in the park, the 10,700-square-foot building has two contrasting faces. From the busy road, it reads as a series of interconnected cabins, each distinguished by vertical strips of colored glass cut at regular intervals into an external skin of Douglas fir. From the secluded garden side, it is lighter and more transparent, with walls of full-height glazing shaded by a louver-roofed colonnade supported on slim steel columns. The colonnade establishes an interstitial inside-outside space—much like a back porch—and acts as an extension of the activity rooms.
in fine weather. So, despite the security proscriptions, the building has a permeability and lightness, its functional spirit enlivened by bold touches of color.

The strict budget of $2.5 million meant there was little room to maneuver in terms of design and materials, but employing a prefabricated system saved both time and money. With its elongated form derived from repeating elements, the project logically evolved into a modular structure that was delivered by truck and assembled on site in a matter of weeks. The result can be plainly understood as a system of pieces layered onto one another.

Though this is one of John McAslan’s smaller and quirki er commissions (his practice is better known for its large-scale institutional, commercial, and restoration work), he views the nursery as a research project: not viable in financial terms, but one that provided a valuable opportunity for his firm to investigate ideas. And as an economical prototype, it has the potential to be applied to other sites and programs. The building’s modest means belie the intricate calibrations and careful craft that have gone into it. As McAslan’s design reveals, for the youngsters of Mitcham—and their families—less really is more.
Lavender Sure Start and Children’s Centre, London

client: London Borough of Merton
architect: John McAslan + Partners, London—John McAslan (principal); Murray Smith (project director); Alasdair Travers, Hannah Lawson (architects)

engineer: Arup (structural, M/E/P) consultant: Boyden and Company (quantity surveyor) general contractor: Durkan Pudelek

area: 10,700 square feet
cost: $2.5 million

Specifications
1 porch
2 activity room
3 nursery manager's office

east-west section  3.5’
MARMOL RADZINER AND ASSOCIATES CREATES A PROGRESSIVE PUBLIC SCHOOL IN A LOS ANGELES NEIGHBORHOOD ONCE KNOWN ONLY FOR VIOLENCE AND DECAY.

BY BARBARA LAMPRECHT
PHOTOGRAPHS BY BENNY CHAN
In 2001, *Time* named The Accelerated School, or TAS, its Elementary School of the Year. The honor came only seven years after TAS opened in two rooms, which it had leased from a church. For the first three years, 50 students and their teachers swept floors and "broke set" every Friday, arriving again on Sunday night to set up. Theirs was an idea for a new kind of school and, given the stubbornness and resourcefulness of the educators and their supporters, the magazine's honor seemed natural.

When it came time to create a permanent home for TAS, Marmol Radziner and Associates, best known for expensive restorations of modernist residential masterpieces—and with no prior experience in schools—used a standard-issue palette of materials to design a school that is also a community center. Today, TAS not only serves prekindergarten through 12th grade, it has a new $37 million campus whose architectural strategies parallel the school's goal: Success despite any challenge. The architecture had to support a learning style that encourages accountability, proactive involvement by both teachers and parents, and one that reaches out to progressive curriculums.

**CONTRASTING VIEWS**

The school also demonstrates how to deliver a dose of compassionate civitas to an area so notorious for crime—it was the site of the 1992 riots—that the city council voted unanimously to change its name from South Central to South Los Angeles in 2003. Beyond TAS's formidable but handsome façade lies a community whose built fabric frayed long ago into visual incoherence. And while it is definitely a shock to this derelict status quo, the school feels not so much like an imposed intervention as it does a kind of meta-loom for knitting a neighborhood together.

Because it is unusual both architecturally and academically, TAS is already legendary amidst a spate of new public school construction in the city, addressing decades of the neglect and overcrowding that led to long bus rides and triple shifts in the 707-square-mile Los Angeles school district. But now, fueled by immigration, the population is exploding, and billions of dollars in bond money are available to build schools. By year's end 38 will have been completed, with a total of about 150 operating by 2012 in what is the largest school construction effort in U.S. history.

Owing to the resourcefulness of founders Kevin Sved and Johnathan Williams, who gathered a sophisticated team of fundraisers and financial experts, TAS fits into this picture as a complicated hybrid. It's the first school in the nation to hybridize a charter school with the "Accelerated Schools Model,"
a 20-year-old educational concept that eschews the idea of peremptorily viewing at-risk students as slow learners and instead presumes every child is de facto gifted. A burgeoning national trend, charter schools are neighborhood-centered nonprofit institutions that select their own teachers and curriculum, and are eligible for state tax money. There is no academic standard for acceptance; students are chosen by lottery and there is no tuition fee.

During the course of neighborhood fundraising for TAS's construction, parents, teachers, and students also wrestled with what the school would look like. (In fact, the firm's "thoughtfulness" was a primary reason the school hired Marmol Radziner after a national search, according to Williams.) Safety, parents insisted, was paramount.

FORTRESS OF LEARNING

The Janus-faced four-story school somehow manages to be a fortress without looking like one, a delicate but requisite task in this neighborhood. It invites, but with boundaries. The sleekly articulated, strongly horizontal street façade recalls Erich Mendelsohn's 1928 Schocken department store in Berlin, even down to the use of large letters as signage that manifests acceleration metaphorically.

Instead of a monolithic visage, the street façade, facing west before sweeping around the corner to look north toward downtown, is a crisply articulated layering of polycarbonate, glass, steel mesh, and concrete block. Three emergency staircases running behind the polycarbonate speed the façade's suggested momentum.

Outside, the street is a cacophonous muddle. But walk through the metal detector just below the massive diagonal metal slash defining the entrance, and one suddenly enters a world rationalized to liberate. Here, the architecture sheds its civic role. "While the public side is monumental, the 'school' side is more residentially scaled, more visually activated with colors," says project manager Jim Burkholder. Multistory volumes of classrooms in shades of brown plaster jut out from the protective L-shaped main block into an expansive courtyard softened by strips of landscaping.
and angled open staircases. A generous carpet of Bermuda grass punctuated by two rows of palm trees creates dappled patterns of sunlight on the children running around them.

The 3.2-acre campus is also highly unusual for regional schools in that it compresses the sort of program that would typically require 29 acres, a feat made possible by pushing the building out to the property line and sharing large-area sports needs with a nearby park. Internally, each age group is located in separate but overlapping areas that help give the campus a village quality without feeling cramped; the prekindergarten section, for example, is housed in a renovated one-story building well away from the rest of the campus.

A SYNTHESIZED SPACE

This compression reflects a shift from Southern California’s relaxed assumptions about sprawl to the new demands of urban density. Its 110,000 square feet of space is predicated on 60,000 square feet of outdoor circulation area, so that every square foot participates in learning or playing. The school boasts state-of-the-art music and art studios, laboratories, and even a yoga room. Its numerous corridors and broad exterior staircases demand exercise—a significant topic with educators concerned about obesity. Gym teachers use the stairs for calisthenics. Terraces—some shaded, others not—animate the spatial sequences and give students an opportunity to learn and socialize outside of traditional educational paradigms.

To increase community involvement, facilities clustered along the building’s north and west edges can be secured so that visitors can enter from the street. These include a multipurpose room, an auditorium with a stage, and a walk-in health clinic staffed by local medical personnel.

The admission and modulation of natural light assists the school’s spatial integration in achieving its educational mandate. The library sports a low ceiling that opens up to a double-height, rounded tower where clerestories gently suffuse the space with sunlight. Almost every classroom has a unique shape, orientation, and window placement, so that “light and one’s sense of place shifts as students move through their day,” Burkholder explains. Natural light enters the building through roll-up steel garage doors, transparent operable window groupings (facing the courtyard), and polycarbonate panels (facing the street). Here, the translucent material focuses students’ attention on their school work and blurs interior activities from the street, while also providing
a secure environment—the ground-floor concrete block wall can withstand the impact of a car.

TAS's ganglia of multidisciplinary spaces culminates in a Corbusian moment on the rooftop. In addition to a basketball court, four classrooms, and an amphitheater leading down to a gymnasium where parents can work out with their kids after school, the architects provided one more accoutrement: a grand vista of the downtown skyline. "With binoculars, you can see Malibu, Big Bear, the Hollywood sign," says Burkholder. To virtually everyone at the school, the roofscape offers a view to a bigger world—one there for the taking.

Los Angeles-based writer Barbara Lamprecht is the author of two books on Richard Neutra.

The Accelerated School, South Los Angeles
client: The Accelerated School architect: Marmol Radziner and Associates, Los Angeles—Leo Marmol (managing principal); Ron Radziner (design principal); Jim Burkholder (project manager); Annette Wu (project architect); Tracy Bromwich, Nicole Cannon, Anna Hill, Jeniffer Kim, Warren Bradley Lang, Brian Nesin, Susanna Seierup, Risa Narita, Nicole Starr, Nathan Swift (project team) engineers: KPFF (structural, civil); William Yang & Associates (M/E/P) consultants: Mia Lehrer + Associates (landscape); Horton Lees Brogden Lighting Design (lighting) construction manager: Gafcon general contractor: Swinerton Builders area: 131,000 square feet cost: $36 million

Specifications and Suppliers
Even in progressive western European countries—where national affluence trickles into social-welfare programs more generously than in the United States—it's a common lament that not enough is done to help mentally and physically disabled children in the learning environment. The deficiency is a case of economics: Good intentions become entangled with bureaucracies and budgets, and the results are usually the best that can be done under the circumstances.

But near the town of Ulm in Southern Germany, a new school stands as evidence of what can be accomplished, both socially and architecturally, when educational ideals are given precedence. Pistorius, a public school for disabled children, is a modest proposition. Even so, it was unavoidably more expensive than a similar facility for “normal” children because of the larger spaces and greater number of teachers and caregivers required for the pupils. The 49,730 square foot project cost $10 million, or $201 per square foot. That's still good value, but up to five times more expensive than other schools. Yet Pistorius' attainments, both structural and academic, still make a strong case for special-needs education, especially considering that its pupils were previously taught in an old brick building, which would have required extensive renovation and adaptation.

**WOODLAND CREATURE**

The school sits in a park bordered by trees in Herbrechtingen, a small town in the Swabian Alps, where forestry, timber engineering, and the production of furniture and other woodcraft are dominant local industries. In Germany's decentralized political structure, the Länder, or federal states, are responsible for educational facilities, from schools to universities. Basic requirements such as space and equipment are paid for by the state, but extras must be privately financed. Standards across the country are therefore variable. An architectural competition held in 2001 by the municipal government of the Heidenheim district asked for a school to cater to 100 mentally or physically disabled children between the ages of six and 16. Whereas in mainstream German schools there can be up to 30 children in one classroom, here there are only five per class, and a total of 20 classrooms.

Architects Behnisch, Behnisch & Partner, winners of the competition, started off with two basic ideas: to shape a supportive environment and to set the school into its regional context by designing a village of wood-clad pavilions. The architects, in consultation with the school staff, believed that the building should strengthen the children's self-confidence. Because the family unit symbolizes security, each classroom is treated as a “family house,” where teachers serve as surrogate parents for their pupils. Children, in turn, can feel safe in their home classrooms, and from that secure environment they can branch out—into other classrooms and, thus, into regions of their individual development.

This pedagogical concept, the architects theorized, could not be reflected in a solid block building but instead should be expressed as an open spatial experience. Each house is independently articulated, while still being connected to the other classrooms and communal areas. The symbolic hearth in each classroom area is a central point covered by a barrel-vaulted skylight that filters daylight into the heart of the individual “family” space. While the scaled-down furniture, natural light wood finishes, red and white desks, sunny wall colors, and uncluttered rooms aim to provide a safe haven, the individual houses extend outward, like adventurous fingers, in the form of terraces and land-
Pistorius is a composition of single-story pavilions grouped around a central courtyard, which allows for "open-air lessons" as well as spatial connectivity. The classrooms are shaded by yellow and white awnings (not shown).

A CLEAN, WELL-LIGHTED PLACE
This complex is no architectural firecracker, but a series of carefully detailed spaces—all on one level—with a spacious and well-ventilated atmosphere that’s bathed in natural light from all sides. Instead of corridors, there are wide connecting lanes easily navigated by those in wheelchairs or on crutches. In an effort to keep the mood upbeat, internal walls are painted white, yellow, or orange, while exposed beams and the frames of all windows and doors are natural pine, reflecting the region's industrial identity. Canvas sunshade awnings striped in yellow and white do battle with overcast days. The yellow canvas filters the daylight to infuse rooms with a warm glow. Forms and colors meld into the site, avoiding sudden changes, which might overexcite the students or disturb their ability to concentrate. Blue roof fascia boards blend into the sky while the green panels below the windows blend into the grass. The resulting effect is pleasingly harmonious: Viewed from neighboring hills, the pebble-strewn, partially vegetated roof makes the complex appear as one with the landscape, and the school's inhabitants profit from the added insulation.

PASSIVE INFLUENCES
Pistorius achieves its environmental goals discreetly and, at times, passively. There is, for example, no air-conditioning. Instead, operable windows provide adequate cross ventilation. A central plant in town supplies hot water for the school’s radiators. And the planted roof ameliorates harsh summer temperatures.

The school's construction followed a similar ethos. The architects took timbers from regenerative sources, and all building materials are recyclable. And virtually all the school's components—from timber beams and lightweight wall panels, reinforced-concrete bracing walls, furniture, and polycarbonate skylights—were produced locally.

Such eco-conscious measures, however, are drawn from a well-established template. Pistorius School sports all the hallmarks of Behnisch, Behnisch & Partner's years of experience in both sustainable design and in building many larger educational and public structures for which budgets were tightly controlled. For disabled children, money does not necessarily buy the best or most appropriate environments—but it goes a long way in helping staff and parents provide better learning opportunities. This is architecture as a social art, one that juggles design values and public accountability. It's also an example of how complex a challenge it is to create simplicity.

Layla Dawson is an architect and writer based in Hamburg, Germany. Her book, China's New Dawn: An Architectural Transformation (Prestel), will be published next month.
On the edge of Herbrechtingen, Pistorius provides a sense of security and privacy. Partially planted roofs integrate the school with the land, while the simple use of wood and concrete demarcates the low-slung complex.
Building, literally, on the town’s timber-based economy, the architects made widespread use of local wood, which is at once subtle and celebratory. Extensive glazing maximizes daylight penetration, aiding with study and energy costs.

Pistorius-Schule Herbrechtingen, Herbrechtingen, Germany
client: Landkreis Heidenheim architect: Behnisch, Behnisch & Partner, Stuttgart, Germany landscape architect: Luz Landschaftsarchitekten engineers: Knippers und Helbig (structural); H+H Ingenieurpartnerschaft (M/E/P) area: 49,730 square feet cost: $10 million

Specifications and Suppliers
wood and plastics: Kerto, Grossmann cladding: Montag roofing: Pohl, Rossaro glazing: Montag skylights: Essmann doors: Rieninger (metal); Lindner (wood); GEZE (sliding); Forster (fire) locksets: FSB/06RO hinges: Simons Werk closers: GEZE, Dorma ceilings: Hera flooring: DLW, Forbo
Naturally illuminated, barrier-free spaces dominate the Pistorius school, where color and form meld together to avoid any sudden changes that might disturb the students or hamper their ability to concentrate.
To help create and maintain a positive mood throughout the complex, the architects specified a palette of yellow, orange, and white for the interior walls. Barrel-vaulted skylights accentuate the intended color effects.
Classrooms like the one above are light-bathed spaces where simple furniture and an absence of clutter provide a sense of security. The therapy pool (below) is equipped with an adjustable-height floor to match students' abilities.
In Pistorius’ kitchen (above), children learn to cook and socialize while seated at the long, communal table. Like the school’s other instructive spaces, the gymnasium (below) is an open and airy environment filled with natural light.
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Just steps from the Louvre and the Palais Royal stands Bons Enfants, the shimmering full-block home of France's Ministry of Culture and Communication. Two adapted Parisian buildings, wrapped head to toe in a tech-nouveau latticework of stainless steel, project a powerful image, but also an ambivalent one: Is this France's artistic gilding, or an iron mask?

On closer inspection, the complex designed by the prolific local architect Francis Soler, whose work has become increasingly delicate and ornamental over the decades, seems less the symbol of protectionism that some critics decry and more like a way of shedding light on French culture. Such a wrapping would “harmonize” the block's now conjoined buildings, Soler has said, merging the stone façade of a 1919 department store warehouse with the corroding 1960s exterior of a government bureau. He compared the lightweight gesture to a Spanish mantilla, or traditional veil, which could appear to unite “different strata—an intersection of regulatory, social, and aesthetic values.” The shroud could also allow him to adjust the materials and functions behind it as needed to accommodate the ministry's 1,000 workers in hundreds of offices and support spaces with movable glass partitions. “The site needed to be woven together and to remain in movement,” Soler explains, to allow “a complicity between heritage and modernity” and to be faithful to the ministry's evolving and pluralistic role.

Functionally, the screen smooths and rewrites the envelope, announcing its single occupancy and actually improving its integration into the cityscape. (To physically integrate the structures, some floors were thickened with up to 28 feet of panjoist concrete floors.) This effect, together with the elegantly stark interiors created by Frédéric Druot, derives from a surprisingly limit-
ed palette, including: the steel lattice, a zinc roof, molded basalt pavers, and glass-and-aluminum fenestration. Inside, the frosted-glass partitions hover above glistening resin floors accented by strips of raspberry-colored carpet.

While the ornamental motif reappears on the lobby’s stone reception counters (and, of course, in the shadows and fractured views out of the perimeter spaces), it is at its most powerful from the street. At times bright and sharp, at others blurring and dull, this cross between artwork and body armor strikes a midpoint between the figurative and the abstract. But whether from outside or within, the mantilla is a persistent reminder for both occupants and outsiders that Bons Enfants is a place like no other.

Ministry of Culture and Communication, Paris
client: Ministry of Culture and Communication, Paris; EMOC,

The screen has six recurring, symmetrical motifs, each consisting of stainless-steel lattice with about 60 percent open area. New aluminum windows behind the latticework feature delicate silkscreen prints on lower glass panels to help prevent vertigo in occupants. To combine these two adjacent structures for the new Ministry of Culture and Communication, some floors were strengthened with pan-joist concrete members. Existing slate roofs were replaced with zinc paneling.

Specifications and Suppliers

attachment at concrete column ——— 2.5"
If you look real close you can see 25 years of fire-rated glazing experience reflected in it.

SCHOTT PYRAN® fire-rated glass-ceramics are an architect's best friend.

PYRAN® is everything you've been looking for in fire-rated glass. It's fire-protective, impact-resistant and, aesthetically speaking, quite fetching. PYRAN® Crystal offers the highest standard of clarity, transmission and true color rendition. And PYRAN® Star is both beautiful and economical. PYRAN® is available with a surface applied film, laminated or polished. It comes in large sizes and is easily accessible through distributors, fabricators and glaziers. For new construction or retrofit, spec the glass with a loyal following among fire professionals – PYRAN®.
ORDER IN THE COURT

In the renovation of a famed modernist plaza in Detroit, PLY Architecture uses digital technology in a way that might make even Mies proud.

by Robert Klara

Since rising from the rubble of a Detroit slum in the 1950s and 1960s, Lafayette Park—a 78-acre development conceived by Mies van der Rohe, urban planner Ludwig Hilberseimer, and landscape architect Alfred Caldwell—has stood as a watershed in mixed-income planning. On the National Register of Historic Places since 1996, the park remains an opportunity for visitors to move among what the National Park Service terms the “classic elements of Miesian design.”

And when the Ann Arbor, Michigan-based collaborative team of PLY Architecture and PEG Office of Landscape + Architecture won an invited competition to redesign the development’s retail plaza—a 4,000-square-foot courtyard near Lafayette Tower West—it represented an opportunity of another kind. Not only would these young architects have a chance to contribute to an iconic landscape, they’d be able to use the technology of digital fabrication in a way that would likely have won a nod from Mies himself.

“Most projects being produced by digital fabrication are ‘strong-form’ projects,” maintains PLY principal Karl Daubman—meaning, he explains, that many structures created through digital fabrication end up becoming about the digital fabrication. Dazzlingly complex forms that would be impossible to design and fabricate without CAD/CAM technology can often wind up visually reflecting the mechanics of their creation almost more than their programmatic goals, just as a lot of early synthesized music bombastically overreached the very orchestral instruments it was meant to imitate.

PLY sought to redirect this lapse and use the technology solely as a means of production and, in the process, achieve a simplicity of aesthetic intent that would blend with the existing ethos of the Mies plaza itself. “Our project isn’t just about digifab,” seconds PLY principal Craig Borum. “It’s about that process as a means—a means to a better space.”

LAY OF THE LAND

Working within the confines of the weedy, neglected plaza, the architectural team—which included landscape architect Karen M’Closkey—sought to drain off the water into planting beds throughout the project plane. To accomplish that goal, the architects envisioned rows of precast concrete tiles, cut with grooves to facilitate runoff, with thickness variations to gravitationally direct the water flow.

The team did not require digital technology to generate the idea of reciprocally patterned, grooved tiles. They did, however, need it to make the concept practical. “In this case,” Daubman continues, “digital fabrication was about efficiency and economy.”

Using Rhino 3D modeling software (www.rhino3d.com), the architects experimented with various tile shapes by starting with a square and then pulling out one of the four corners in multiple directions, creating an array of quadrilaterals with varying thickness profiles. Through simple trial and error, the modeling software enabled the architects to find the elusive balance between the number of distinct geometries and the multiples required for efficient production.

In the end, they came up with five unique tile shapes, each with a corresponding mirror-image component, for a total of ten tile profiles. Arranged on the site, this relatively simple tile succession would nonetheless create a rich asymmetrical pattern and open up oblong gaps to be used as planters.

With the roughly 4-by-4-foot tile shapes rendered on screen, PLY translated the geometry into tool-path code for the CNC routers, which cut the undulating, grooved patterns. Using these as bases for molds, a fabricator popped out 192 tiles, each of them 700 pounds.

DIGITAL DEVELOPMENT

Borum observes that, like any new technology, digital fabrication has perhaps been allowed too broad a sway. Today, he posits, as digifab increasingly becomes just another tool, architects will learn not to overuse it, or allow it to substitute for the traditional modes of creativity: “In the initial phases, emerging technology pushes the extremes, and the other aspects of architecture tend to recede,” he says. “But once the tool is understood, it should go back to being a means to the larger agenda.”

FOR INFORMATION ON DIGITAL MODELING TOOLS, CIRCLE 120 ON PAGE 105.
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DESIGN OBJECTIVE: THINK SAFETY

The best new building designs go beyond code to ensure the safety of occupants.

by J. Nigel Ellis

Safety is a duty of all professionals who influence community health and well-being. Almost one third of all the 54,000 accidental deaths in the United States (not including highway fatalities) occur at home or at work, according to the National Safety Council. For these reasons, architects need to see beyond the codes and into the human condition through injury statistics and human factors so that they can help design enhanced structures that protect occupants and users from known hazards.

Just as one expects a person holding a knife to be careful and not cut himself, architects might expect people to know how to climb a ladder, walk on a roof, and generally pay attention in places where they can fall. But inevitably, that assumed knowledge often lets us down, as do many clients' in-house safety departments and policies recommending guardrails, added slip resistance, or fall-arrest systems. Moreover, safety practice—as it relates to people's movements and behaviors—is largely absent from building codes, except in the case of fire and electricity.

Nevertheless, designers need to be especially aware of hazards that can trap people. A few specific areas of exposure are worth considering up front.

1. Stairs and stair rails. Rail designs in American buildings are often unsuitable in sliding and gripping for an occupant to retain balance in a fall. A 1-5/8-inch-diameter round pipe is close to ideal for adults, so that the hand can curl around the rail but not strike its supports. Also, stair layouts—especially for retirement homes and residences—should be carefully designed, especially when there are only one, two, or three steps which are not easily visible. The 7-11 rule for riser-tread dimensions is the minimum acceptable step design, but a ramp is always better than a single step. And, of course, lighting and contrast are critical for stair-danger recognition.

2. Roof edges and access. Another serious hazard is the commercial roof with no parapet or railing. Protected roof edges may not be required by code, yet they are needed for safe client maintenance of HVAC units, smoke vents, roofing materials, telecommunications equipment, and other rooftop items. Roof hatches accessed by fixed ladder are another area of concern: Many designs omit handholds, which are critical when the occupant is returning from the roof. Even more important are reliable horizontal grab bars (rungs)—without side rails, where an uncontrollable sliding of the hand can occur. The ideal design includes a walkthrough continuation of the access ladder at roof level, and 1-foot spacing between horizontal grab bars. Personal fall protection, such as self-retracting lanyards, can be added.

3. Skylights and roof windows. Skylights are often the first place to look for additional protective specifications. They must have grilles to compensate for the aging of plastic components—for example, the crazing around screw holes—that occurs as early as 10 to 20 years after installation. OSHA requires these grilles for employee-safety and, often, where there is worker access to the roof for maintenance.

4. Mechanical areas and dropped ceilings. Dropped ceilings in corridors can be a trap for service people working on sprinkler pipes, HVAC ductwork, and wiring and cabling, mainly because the installed systems are often totally disorganized. Architects should ensure that the utilities are orderly and that the spaces feature catwalks and cable or rail fall-protection systems—and a reasonable means of access. Similarly, mechanical rooms and some basements have insulated pipes which restrict openings for servicing shut-off valves, wiring, and other M/E/P components. The principle of allowing access both vertically and horizontally for maintenance personnel is applicable even in these remote areas.

Designs that better recognize hazards will better forestall predictable injuries, and only architects can provide the answers to many of these challenges—especially those that affect maintenance work. There is no cost too high for a safer building; it's what an architect's reputation is built on.

J. Nigel Ellis is CEO of Ellis Fall Safety Solutions in Wilmington, Delaware, which provides safety consulting and design services.
One Saturday afternoon, 45-mile-per-hour winds blew over the 25-foot-high concrete-masonry wall of a $7 million warehouse under construction in suburban Philadelphia. Two masons, on site even though it was the weekend, were killed by the falling structure. A police investigation determined that the workers were on site without the knowledge of the general contractor (GC), and that the masonry subcontractor had no workers' compensation insurance (though the GC did). In addition, the wall had no temporary shoring on the leeward side, and the GC had never issued a jobsite safety program.

But the findings only got worse: The project architect hadn't engaged a structural engineer for the design; failed to specify horizontal joint reinforcing; and omitted concrete-filled cores and vertical reinforcing from the wall and its pilasters. Moreover, the architect had not visited the project site for months, and had instead delegated that duty to a summer-employed, second-year architecture student. (The local code official had assumed the inferior design was satisfactory, based solely on the fact that "the drawings were sealed by an architect.")

The collapse was, among other things, a wake-up call. Had the wall been completed as designed, even with laterale support from the roof, it might still have failed under impact or heavy wind loads. (Design corrections made during rebuilding—due to the revelations of a subsequent lawsuit—prevented that possibility.) The accident also demonstrated the architect-of-record's unique responsibility in protecting workers, building users, and passersby. Reliance on contractors, code officials, and on-site workers was not sufficient. In this case, the architect was found liable for design errors and omissions, and his professional liability policy paid for large injury damages. The warehouse owner was cleared of culpability—having relied, of course, on the architect's skill, for which he paid a hefty fee.

As this mishap proves, whether designing a handrail or a 40-story elevator shaft, the architect must safeguard against injury before, during, and long after construction—usually 10 to 12 years after, depending on the state's statute of repose. That's why seasoned architects always:

- Engage appropriate professionals for specialized design work.
- Meet or exceed codes and regulations.
- Specify to (or above) industry standards.
- Keep a close eye—and detailed records—on jobsite conditions.
- Consider the public-safety implications of each design activity.
- Never rely on other parties to catch mistakes.

Gray Smith is principal of Gray Smith’s Office in Philadelphia, an architecture firm and forensic expert.
tailor-made.

ONE MORE ADVANTAGE OF USING BARTCO LIGHTING.
Developing safety and security recommendations for the design, construction, and operation of stadiums has become more complicated since the events of September 11, 2001. With their large gatherings and media presence, public assembly facilities are inherently attractive targets to terrorists. Architects must therefore go beyond the basic life-safety reviews and checks for errors and omissions: It's imperative to consider such key issues as building and site security, indoor air quality, evacuation and crowd management, security technologies, and code implications in general.

Many enhanced security procedures and systems (access control, surveillance, biochemical protection, and blast mitigation) require utility infrastructure that must be included early in the documentation. Considering that large sports-and-entertainment venues are usually delivered on a fast-track basis, architects—with a comprehensive team of consulting experts—should assess safety and security needs early in the design process by analyzing applicable codes and potential threats.

**MITIGATING BLAST EFFECTS**

To better understand this multidisciplinary approach, consider the issues inherent in blast mitigation. One way to prevent or delay the collapse of a structural system is, of course, to build in redundancies. Facilities with cantilevers, hangers, and inherently nonredundant systems should be evaluated to prevent progressive collapse. Designing to reduced stress levels for key elements—and providing redundant and secondary load paths—can significantly improve the response of a building to a blast.

Typically, loading dock areas are located at remote, back-of-house locations, away from public entrance points. To properly “harden” these areas, the level of threat—as well as the level of acceptable damage—must first be determined. To this end, overhead doors should be reinforced if they are located near critical life-safety or emergency-command functions.

Building codes may permit the use of a layered gypsum-board construction to achieve required fire ratings for exit stairs, but these assemblies may be unlikely to withstand blast forces. Recent studies underscore the importance of constructing fire stairs of reinforced masonry or concrete.

**FROM TAILGATE TO FRONT GATE**

Another highly effective solution for reducing the risk of blast threats is to
increase the setback or standoff distance of critical building elements from parking and vehicular access. Bollards, control points, and appropriate setbacks can be used to protect entrances and exits. The location of vehicular drop-off points and VIP entrances must be reviewed in relation to public safety and critical building elements. Safe distances for the placements of these elements might range from 150 feet to 200 feet, depending on threat levels and adjacent uses.

The proximity of glazing, which can cause considerable secondary damage, should be reviewed within the context of standoff distances and threat assessment. The recent trend of “opening” arenas to the street is being re-evaluated in the post-September 11 era. And while tempered and laminated glass or polycarbonate panels can significantly improve the exterior’s response to blast effects, window size and configuration is equally important. It is virtually impossible to design a curtain-wall system to completely resist blast effects, but certain crucial spaces can be equipped with blast-resistant glazing, films, catcher bars, curtains, and screens.

SEALING THE ENVELOPE

The use of heavier building materials to provide mass at areas of increased threat can help limit damage to the overall structure. Reinforcing should be used in masonry walls where blast potential exists, and curtain-wall and glazing systems should be employed only to a limited extent. Material gauge and the spacing of structural framing are considerations in the cost-to-threat analysis. Secure attachments of nonstructural elements should reduce the potential for additional damage from projectiles; door frames and hardware should also be reinforced to prevent injury from blasts.

Last, take a hard look at signage, canopies, balconies, light fixtures, and ornamental veneers; torn from their mountings, they can all increase secondary damage following a blast. Recessed anchorages and redundant attachments may improve their performance, but their proximity to potential blast sources—as well as to patrons and gathering points—deserves careful consideration.

Clearly, to a large degree, safety measures follow common sense. But stadium owners rely on the architect’s expertise to guide the process at all levels. Specialty consultants can recommend approaches and inform these methods, but the architect is ultimately the one to organize and synthesize a meaningful and safe design.

William R.B. McCullough, a senior sports architect and principal at EwingCole in Philadelphia, wrote this article with contributions from the firm’s Donald Dissinger, Jared Loos, and Craig Schmitt.
THE HIDDEN DANGERS OF HEALTHCARE CONSTRUCTION
Healthcare architects play a new role in patient safety: The infection-control risk assessment.
by Gloria A. Cascarino

As healthcare organizations undergo expansions and renovations, they face increased regulatory scrutiny about the reduction of hospital-acquired infections. This has increased the importance of a well-developed infection-control risk assessment (ICRA) related to construction projects. ICRA measures potential risks based on the type, location, and duration of construction, as well as affected patient populations and care activities; the evaluation will point to preventive measures, barriers, monitoring, and cleaning methods that should be used in order to minimize exposure.

Healthcare architects must be aware of the potential risks and exposures caused by construction activities, and they must understand the ICRA process. By participating in an advisory capacity, the architect can assist healthcare clients in ensuring the safety of their patients.

The most common microbes associated with demolition and construction are Aspergillus, a fungus found in dust, soil, moisture, and mold; and Legionella, a bacterium found in water. They can be harmful—even deadly—to patients with compromised immune systems. Patient groups such as the critically ill, newborns, and those receiving chemotherapy and dialysis are at the greatest risk. In addition, care-delivery locations, such as operating rooms, must be especially protected from contamination, since they are maintained as sterile environments.

PRECONSTRUCTION ICRA
The best ICRA process is a collaborative one. Before construction begins, the client conducts a multidisciplinary committee meeting with the architect and contractor as well as the hospital’s project manager, the infection-control practitioner, and representatives from affected hospital departments. The committee reviews hospital policies and architectural plans and, with the architect’s advice, plans construction phasing, barrier types and locations, and the disposition of construction debris. The committee also plans air sampling and compliance monitoring, along with cleaning procedures and schedules. (ICRA must also be conducted for any mock-up rooms planned within a patient-care area, too.)

Examples of ICRA activities include:

- Containing dust and debris from drilling, cutting, and removing walls, ceiling tiles, and floor coverings within sealed plastic or drywall barriers.
- Maintaining negative air pressure in some areas to prevent migration of dust, and using HEPA-filtered air scrubbers.
- Isolating and sealing HVAC systems to prevent the spread of dust into patient areas. (New ductwork should be capped during storage and transport.)
- Transporting construction debris in covered carts for disposal in designated areas away from air intakes.
- Planning excavation to prevent the release of fungus into air-handling systems.
- Flushing and decontaminating water systems that are shut down during construction, to remove stagnant water or scale loosened by drilling vibration.
- Cleaning the work site and performing testing and inspection to ensure that affected areas and systems are safe for patient use.

ICRA’S POTENTIAL DESIGN IMPACT
Healthcare clients often request the design of a “shelled” area for future expansion that is contiguous to a new or existing space. When developing design alternatives, the architect should address ICRA concerns, since the client may want to conduct later construction or fit-out while adjacent clinical areas are functioning.

The key consideration for the architect is: Which design alternative will enable this expansion to take place with the least infection risk to patients, the least disruption in day-to-day operations due to ICRA-related activities, and the least impact to the project budget? (Budget control is another good reason to consider ICRA early in the design process, since barriers, testing, and assessment activities add to the costs.)

As part of their survey process, the Joint Commission on the Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO) reviews a hospital’s ICRA policies and practices for compliance with JCAHO’s standards for infection control and the “environment of care.” The Association for Professionals in Infection Control and Epidemiology, known as APICE, and the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) have published guidelines for infection control during construction. JCAHO, APICE, and CDC also have extended their recommendations to other healthcare settings, such as long-term care and ambulatory surgery centers. The AIA references ICRA in section 5.1 of the 2001 edition of Guidelines for Design and Construction of Hospital and Health Care Facilities, with instructions to “incorporate the specific, construction-related requirements of ICRA into the contract documents.” Not every state department of health requires ICRA to be noted on architectural plans, but these regulators often question the ICRA status of a project.

As dramatic changes sweep through their industry, today’s healthcare clients expect increasing support and expertise from their architects. From strategic planning through the official opening of a new unit or building, design professionals must think beyond the initial design and into functionality and quality of care. A thorough knowledge of ICRA makes the architect a much more valuable resource.

Gloria A. Cascarino is the ICRA coordinator for the Philadelphia–based architecture firm Francis Cauffman Foley Hoffmann.
Track Lighting with a Twist

The first hand-bendable line-voltage rack lighting system.

Its revolutionary design features a satin nickel finish that can be curved in the field to form practically any shape. Complete with powerful and versatile illumination options, including incandescent and ceramic metal halide lamp configurations for heads and a host of decorative pendant designs. Now available in a white finish.

It's track lighting with a twist.
NEW AND NOTEWORTHY

RETROFIT HIGH-RISE EGRESS
Escape Rescue System (left) is an innovative building-wide solution for rapidly evacuating occupants and transporting rescue personnel to high floors. Circle 125

ANTITERROR STANDARD
Kalwall panels comply with both GSA and Department of Defense antiterrorism standards for applied blast loads, with no flying debris. Circle 126

FIRE-TREATED CEDAR
SaferWood from Potlatch (and Chemco) is a fire-resistant cedar decking and siding. The Class-A-rated material is environmentally friendly. Circle 127

EMERGENCY-RESPONSE GRILLE
Offering access-controlled egress with no manual locking or unlocking, Cornell's CrossingGard grille opens automatically in an emergency, without electrical or battery power. It is ideal for corridor protection and area separation. Circle 128

SEISMIC-VERIFIED CEILING DESIGNS
To conform to IBC seismic codes, Armstrong offers data and reports from university testing of 80 ceiling products and suspension systems, including the WoodWorks Vector ceiling. Circle 129

CUSTOM RAILINGS
Railings of custom, laser-cut panels afford architects creativity with safety, including maximum 4-inch-diameter openings for preventing child falls. Circle 130

LIGHTING

EMERGENCY SCONCE
Offering a new look in emergency lighting, the sconce-shaped Sure-Lites emergency lighting fixture from Cooper Lighting features an advanced optical design and high-output xenon lamps in an aluminum housing. Circle 131

ADA SCONCE
An ADA-compliant, compact-fluorescent sconce, Brass Light Gallery's Metro comes in 15 finishes and five shade options. Circle 132

STEALTH FIXTURE
Lightolier’s LP Series employs three white LEDs for powerful illumination in such low-level applications as stairwells, step landings, wheelchair ramps, and exit corridors. Circle 133

FIRE-RESISTANT LUMINAIRES
The FireTight line of recessed downlights from Prescolite now includes a compact-fluorescent model that is rated for up to two hours. Circle 134

EMERGENCY SCONCE
The Icon emergency sconce from OCL comes in two sizes and lamping options, as well as several finishes. Circle 135
FLOORING

FLOORING THAT FIGHTS GERMS
The FlexSafe product range from Flexco includes vinyl flooring with a built-in antimicrobial barrier and rubber flooring that is naturally resistant to mold and bacteria. Both types meet ASTM G21 specifications. Circle 136

ATHLETIC STANCE
Made of virgin rubber, the Pro-Tek HL-155 interlocking athletic tile from Pawling provides ADA-compliant slip resistance in both wet and dry conditions. Circle 137

GLOWING PATHWAY
The Safe-T-First photoluminescent flooring system from Johnsonite meets the requirements of New York City’s Local Law 26, offering bright pathways on floors and in stairwells. Circle 138

SAFETY UNDERFOOT
An all-recycled vinyl flooring ideal for high-traffic areas, ProtectAll from Oscoda Plastics offers slip, stain, and fire protection. Circle 139

FOR WET FLOORS
Solid vinyl tile now in Roppe’s SafeTcork line provides added safety against slip hazards, making it ideal for high-traffic interiors where moisture is present. Also includes an antimicrobial agent. Circle 140

SLIP-RESISTANT FLOORS
Nora’s rubber flooring line is slip- and fire-resistant and does not contain PVC, plasticizers (phthalate), or halogens. Circle 141

INTERIOR FINISHES

FIRE-RATED WALL CARPETs
Wall carpets that absorb sound and protect walls are rated Class A for protection from smoke and fire. Offered by Eurotex, carpets come in ribbed, flatweave, and linear textures in more than 70 colors. Circle 142

SLATE SENSIBILITY
The patterns and colors of slate—with a smooth surface and fire ratings appropriate for floor and wall applications—come together in American Marazzi Tile’s newest glazed porcelain, Jade. Circle 143

CLEAN ENTRYWAY SYSTEM
A two-step entryway system by Mannington, comprised by Ruffian and Ruffian Ridge, helps keep dirt and particulates out of building lobbies, thanks to grooved scraper tiles and a brushlike surface. Circle 144

TRUCKS AND SHOES
Satisfying both AASHTO vehicle-loading specs and ADA requirements for pedestrian comfort, Ohio Gratings’s new “Wheels n’ Heels” steel-bar product is ideal for parking garages and walkways. Circle 145

BATHROOM

ADA BATH ACCESSORIES
New bath and shower accessories from Häfele’s Hewi line of polyamide (nylon) include hooks, grab bars, and shower seats suitable for healthcare and residential applications. Circle 146

BARRIER-FREE BATHING
Lasco Bathware’s FreedomLine features bathing products for barrier-free and assisted-care settings, including acrylic and fiberglass prefab showers. Circle 147

PLAIN-ENGLISH ACCESSIBILITY
Bobrick translates into plain English and useful drawings the complex new guidelines for public washrooms published by the United States Access Board, in the “Barrier-Free Washroom Planning Guide.” Circle 148
BUILDING ENVELOPE

FIREPROOFING ADHESION
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill’s design for the new 52-story 7 World Trade Center, specifies Grace Construction Products’ Monokote fireproofing in part because of its application adhesion and consistency. Circle 149

CUTTING HEAT AND GLARE
Extruded-aluminum sun controls by Airolite include cantilevered, vertical, horizontal, and inclined designs that can reduce solar heat and glare by up to 80 percent. Circle 150

COLORFUL PROTECTION
Abet’s phenolic panels (above right) in 45 colors for use as cladding, railings, signage, and fences are graffiti-proof, vandal-resistant, fire-resistant, and environmentally friendly. Circle 151

SOLID AS BRICK
In a recent high-wind simulation, brick was found to better protect buildings from wind-blown debris than those built with vinyl or fiber-cement siding, according to Hanson Brick, which offers the new antiqued Victorian series. Circle 152

MOISTURE STOPPER
A breathable, fluid-applied waterproofing and air barrier, Sto Guard protects against moisture intrusion underneath brick, wood, vinyl, cement siding, EIFS, and even cement stucco if used in conjunction with a bond breaker. Circle 153

FIRESAFE ABODES
Testing by the Committee for Firesafe Dwellings showed that concrete- or clay-tile roofing performs better in fires than shingle, shake, and metal roofs. Noncombustible tile roofing is also effective in high winds. Circle 154

Don’t Do It Half-Grasseded!
Grasspave2 (right) has 100% grass coverage, 5721 psi compressive strength, 92% void space for the healthiest root zone, and is made from 100% recycled plastic. Gravelpave2 (not shown) is beautiful too!

Circle 235 or www.architecturamag.com/productinfo
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"Just as the proportions of voices are harmony to the ear, those of measurement are harmony to the eye."

Andrea Palladio 1508-1580

Haddonstone designs range from balustrading, porticos and window surrounds to quoins, copings and landscape ornaments. And they all display classically harmonious Haddonstone proportions.

For details of our extensive cast stone range, contact us for our 172 page catalog. We even offer a CD Rom which contains our full catalog, technical specification sheets, assembly advice, CAD drawings and video.

We also pride ourselves on our custom architectural cast limestone designs being experienced at working in harmony with architects, designers and contractors to produce enduring classics.

Visit us at www.haddonstone.com
SKYLIGHT SCREENS
Interior-mounted skylight safety screens from Roof Products are built into the structural curb, eliminating installation at the job site. Circle 156

STORMPROOFED FENESTRATION
Loewen’s StormForce windows and doors for coastal areas have received WDMA’s “Hallmark” certification for Zone 3 “D” missile requirements—wind speeds of up to 140 miles per hour. Circle 157

SAFER STILE-AND-RAIL
Fire-rated wood stile-and-rail doors from Maiman for commercial applications include such features as raised panels, fire-rated glazing, and concealed vertical-rod fire exit hardware. Circle 158

IMPACT-RESISTANT STYLE
The HurricaneShield impact-resistant glass in Pella’s Architect Series windows and patio doors help buildings withstand hurricane-force winds and wind-driven debris. Circle 160

FALL-SAFE SKYLIGHTS
Vertex2 is a line of economical fall-protection skylights by Naturalite glazed with high-impact acrylic in a double-dome design that meet OSHA standards. Circle 161

GLOWING DOOR FRAMES AND LOCKS
LiteGuide from Assa Abloy brightly illuminates door frames and lock devices to increase visibility of exit doors in low-light, no-light, or smoky conditions. Enhances egress signage for identification of escape routes. Circle 162

AUTOMATIC RESET
A self-testing fire door from Cookson resets automatically after being actuated—no technician is needed. Circle 163

M/E/P SYSTEMS
BIOMETRICS AT HOME
Veridicom and Leviton now jointly develop “advanced personal authentication solutions” for home automation systems, including fingerprint recognition devices for security use. Circle 165

HIGH-CEILING SMOKE-SPOFTER
The BEAM1224 reflected-beam smoke detector from Fire Control Instruments is cost-effective for large areas with high ceilings, such as warehouses, where spot-type detectors are difficult to install and maintain. Circle 166

SAFER LAB AIR
Greenheck’s new Vektor exhaust system for institutional and industrial laboratories entrains additional ambient air to mix with hazardous exhaust fumes for better venting. Circle 167

PAGING, WITH MUSIC ON HOLD
Wheelock’s SAFEPATH4 allows users to control selectable paging and background music—as well as voice evacuation and general paging—in one system. Circle 168

Inclinator’s SpectraLift® is the industry’s only fiberglass wheelchair lift. With stainless steel mechanisms and gel coating finishes, it simply will not rust. And, the sleek design comes in 28 standard colors. Call us today to learn more.

Why put up with rust later when you can have an Inclinator?

Inclinator COMPANY OF AMERICA

www.inclinator.com • 800-343-9007

INCLINATOR
COMPANY OF AMERICA

www.inclinator.com • 800-343-9007

DEPT. 96

RESIDENTIAL ELEVATORS • WHEELCHAIR LIFTS • DUMBWAITERS
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Pilkington introduces its newest Fire Protection Glass to protect people and valuables...

Pilkington Pyrodur™
Specifically designed to meet your requirements for 20 minute applications. The great advantage compared to the majority of other glass types in this class is that it also offers a bonus of better thermal protection during a fire.

- Available in 7 mm and 10 mm thickness
- Combinations with Low E and Solar Control glass
- Listed with Underwriters Laboratory (UL)
- Category I and II (ANSI Z97.1 and CPSC 16CFR1201)
- Short lead times through regional cutting stations

For additional information, contact TGP at 800-426-0279 or visit TGP’s website at www.fireglass.com

Pilkington Fire Protection Glass NA
www.pilkington.com/fire
Unika Vaev, the textile division of ICF Group, debuts Charette Collection—a line of ultra heavy-duty solution-dyed nylon for high-performance upholstery applications. The collection's three patterns—Format, Sequence (below), and Motive—feature evocative renditions of stripes, rectangles, and “buzzing squares” that are whimsical but also durable. Colorfast, pilling-resistant, able to withstand harsh cleaning agents, and equipped with a light acrylic backing, each design is available in eight different colorways.

The four textures in Pallas's new Tradewinds Collection design by Lori Weitzner—Billows, Breeze, Whisk, and Thunder—employ innovative weaves that evoke movement instead of just displacing a woven pattern. Thunder employs an extra chunky yarn to create a “rumbling” surface; Billows uses two dupioni yarns that, when combined, form an irregular texture; and Breeze shows a striped topography created by combining thick and thin bouclé yarns. These jacquard textiles come in a variety of bright colors as well as neutrals, and meet or exceed ACT standards for heavy-duty contract upholstery fabric.
Exactly what our doors expect and deserve.

Marvin introduces Marvin Architectural Hardware:
An exclusive selection of designer handle sets to complement our factory-prepped French Doors with no need for additional custom modifications. Please call 1-800-321-0039 or go to www.marvin.com for a brochure or to find the dealer nearest you.

Cork has long been employed for its thermal and acoustical properties, but is now enjoying a resurgence in wall and ceiling applications. Globus Cork makes its flooring from the bark of oak trees grown in the Mediterranean. The bark is harvested every nine years, leaving the forest largely undamaged, according to the manufacturer. In addition to being made from a renewable resource, the tiles are water-based and solvent-free. Globus offers more than 20 tile shapes and sizes and 36 standard colors, with custom colors and sizes available as well.

When your kids are playing with their Cheerios, they may actually be testing the ingredients of new building materials. Another cereal, sorghum, is used to make Kirei board. Technically considered an engineered wood, Kirei is produced from the stalks of the sorghum plant, a grass that has broad, cornlike leaves and is grown worldwide. The stalks left over after harvest are heat-pressed with a nontoxic adhesive to form strong, lightweight panels, which can be used for interior millwork applications, including wall coverings, ceilings, cabinetry, furniture, retail displays, and flooring.

Another environmentally sound wood product is Durapalm, a plank flooring and plywood material made from multiple layers of coconut palm. Smith & Fong harvests the wood from palms—typically between 80 and 100 years old—that have ceased producing coconuts, and have been discarded by coconut plantations. Durapalm is made from the outer surface of the tree, which is harder than oak or maple.
**Sto Guard®**

**Introducing the Spray-On Building Wrap.**

**Dual Function:** Waterproof and continuous air barrier assembly but NOT a vapor barrier, it is breathable

**Superior:** Waterproofing NOT “weatherization,” water testing measured in days, NOT hours like most wraps

**Seamless:** Assembly covers full wall, joints and penetrations for use beneath exterior wall claddings including brick, wood, vinyl, cement siding, EIFS & stucco

**Easy Application:**
It is water-based, so conventional spray equipment or paint rollers can be used

Ask about our 5 year warranty.
Circle 87 or www.architecturemag.com/productinfo

---

**Pros in the know use Sto.**

Call us with the specs on your next project at 888-410-0956 or go to www.stocorp.com/stoguarddp2 for testimonials or to locate the distributor nearest you.

**www.stocorp.com**
Colors
Belden Brick is available in a world of colors including soft whites and creams, golden buffs and dusty tans, delicate pinks and cinnamon reds, chocolate browns, pewter grays and coal blacks. With so many colors to choose from your options are truly endless. Here is a small sample of over 200 color ranges, 13 textures and 16 different sizes.

Textures
Belden Brick offers thirteen different textures that range from silky smooth finishes to rugged randomly textured styles. Each texture can make its own distinctive contribution to the visual impact you seek.

Landmarks in Brick

Sizes & Shapes
More sizes mean lower wall costs. With as many as sixteen different sizes to choose from Belden has the size you need. Plus, Belden has made thousands of special shapes to provide special details for individual projects. Need an "impossible" shape for your project? Then call Belden Brick and learn how the impossible can become reality.
Super City | Canadian Centre for Architecture | Montreal | Through November 20 Since 1990, the Canadian Centre for Architecture in Montreal has regularly staged architectural toy exhibitions, bringing a playful perspective to the serious business of design. This year’s show Super City is no exception, with its 12-by-12-foot model of a utopian cityscape put together from toy building kits and scale models. Its creator, Canadian writer and artist Douglas Coupland, celebrated for his definitive 1991 novel Generation X, included pieces from his own collection of Super City, Tinkertoy, Jumbo Lego, Meccano, Tog’L, and Matador kits, all painted white to evoke a clean, plastic, futuristic “Lego Universe.”

These toys, examples of Coupland’s childhood playthings, now supply intellectual fodder for his artistic speculations. So the best way to enjoy this show is to adopt his nostalgic reverence. The most prominent artifact is a scale model of an important symbol for Coupland: Minoru Yamasaki’s World Trade Center towers. Their famous destruction brought to an end the 1990s slacker irony that Generation X defined and popularized. More dramatically, Coupland believes the Twin Towers’ collapse destroyed the optimistic version of modernist urbanism that playing with the building kits imprinted on his, and his generation’s, “brain wiring.” It makes for a melancholy yet beguiling look at the whimsical artifacts of architectural culture.

David Theodore

The Manhattan Guardian | Grant Morrison with Cameron Stewart | DC Comics DC Comics writer Grant Morrison, a Scotsman who’s written the X-Men titles for four years, has brought an esoteric architectural twist to his latest venture: a four-part miniseries titled The Manhattan Guardian—part of a larger collection called Seven Soldiers—that takes place in “Cinderella City,” an allusion to that great concrete carnival of superheroes and superfreaks known elsewhere as Gotham, Metropolis, and the Big Apple. In Morrison’s version of this dark grimy city, the unborn children of some of the world’s greatest designers come to life: The most recent issue, for example, opens on an illustration of Frank Lloyd Wright’s late 1950s Key Project, a never-realized hotel and residential complex proposed for Ellis Island that resembles something out of “The Jetsons.” Other designs that get new life in Morrison’s imaginary world include a skyscraper by Hans Hollein and a hotel by Antonio Gaudi—both intended for New York City and both killed on the drafting table. What will Morrison come up with next? Stay tuned for the forthcoming edition...

Anna Holtzman

Romantic Modernist: The Life and Work of Norman Jaffe, Architect | Alastair Gordon | Monacelli Press Known as much for being a groovy dresser and lady’s man as he was for his carefully crafted houses, Hamptons native Norman Jaffe died a mysterious death in 1993 that only accentuated his James Bond-like public persona. The prolific architect disappeared without a trace during a morning swim off Bridgehampton. But his legacy lives on in masterful works such as the 1987 Gates of the Grove Synagogue in East Hampton, as well as numerous residences, many also on the eastern end of Long Island, which he imbued with a spiritual, meditative quality. Alastair Gordon’s ode to the late designer offers up ample imagery, capturing the photogenic attributes of both the work and the man himself. Anna Holtzman
Eero Saarinen is hot again, so we’re told. Among several rationales offered for the return of popular confidence in Saarinen’s oeuvre is the ascendancy of organic expression by the Frank O. Gehrys and Santiago Calatravas of the world. This thinking strikes some as backwards: The power and truth of Saarinen’s postwar works has never diminished, and his experiments on corporate campuses paved the way for today’s star designers. But Saarinen’s stylistically wide-ranging work has been poorly documented and underexposed, which makes Jayne Merkel’s thoughtful and fact-filled monograph an instant publishing event. As a biographical document, this new book is right on; as an exploration of Saarinen’s architectural process, its lack of visual and anecdotal evidence may leave one wanting. C.C. Sullivan

Cedric Price: Doubt, Delight and Change

Much like the built work of the late, great Cedric Price, this engaging survey of eight projects and a film, outshines its modest size. As the show’s title suggests, Price’s was an architecture of critique, pleasure, and impermanence. From 1960 until his death two years ago at the age of 68, Price ran a truly visionary practice, one driven by a love of new technologies and social commitment to create “a building that was not a building”—he dreamed of more. Starting from the London Zoo Aviary (1961), a monumentally scaled free-flight, aluminum mesh and cable structure for birds that enables people to watch from every possible angle, his work—mostly in the form of proposals, lectures, and writings—sought to capture architecture as a catalyst, “enabling and supporting its users . . . according to their needs.” Fun Palace (1960–1965), for example, a prefabricated “laboratory,” was an education/recreation center that enshrined the public’s active participation in its control over the built environment: With its variability of structure and open framework of theaters, restaurants, workshops, and cinemas, the project became an idea that inspired Richard Rogers’s and Renzo Piano’s Pompidou Centre a decade later. Price notoriously stated that a building should only remain as long as it is useful—about 20 years. Following this logic, we should be grateful that his irreverent, utterly prescient ideas still endure. David Bussel
Versatile and distinctive architectural lighting solutions that enrich any environment. Inquire about the industry’s most trend-setting products.

www.cooperlighting.com
EXHIBITIONS

LOS ANGELES
Ecstasy: In and About Altered States
Environments explore notions of perception.
The Museum of Contemporary Art
Los Angeles
October 9-February 20, 2006

MIAMI BEACH, FLORIDA
The Pursuit of Pleasure
The imagery of chess: A reprise of the 1944-1945 exhibition by Marcel Duchamp and Max Ernst.
The Wolfsonian Museum
Long Island City, New York
October 20-March 5, 2006

NEW YORK CITY
SAFE: Design Takes Risk
Three hundred products and prototypes designed to protect their users.
MOMA
New York City
October 16-January 2, 2006

SAN FRANCISCO
Expanded Metal Manufacturers 2005 Conference
An annual conference for metal manufacturing companies and affiliates.
San Francisco Museum of Modern Art
San Francisco
October 16-22

CHICAGO
Design Innovations in Manufactured Housing
Drawings and models showcase the latest ideas and technologies for pre-fabricated homes.
The Field Museum
Chicago
Through January 16, 2006

FORT LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA
Going, Going, Gone?
Photographs by Robin Hill highlight 80 at-risk mid-century modern buildings.
The Museum of Art, Fort Lauderdale
Miami Beach, Florida
Through November 6

LONG ISLAND CITY, NEW YORK
The imagery of chess
A reprise of the 1944-1945 exhibition by Marcel Duchamp and Max Ernst.
The Noguchi Museum
New York City
Through November 27

PHILADELPHIA
Ramp Project: Fortuny/O'Brien
A garden design firm brings the outside in on the ICA's glass-clad ramp.
Institute for Contemporary Art
Philadelphia
Through December 23

SAN FRANCISCO
2x4
Highlights the work of this New York City graphic design firm.
San Francisco Museum of Modern Art
San Francisco
Through January 2, 2006

Baltimore
2005 Architecture Week
A week-long series of events focusing on the built environment in the Baltimore area.
Various Locations
Baltimore
October 15-22

Chicago
25th Annual Tucker Architectural Awards
The Building Stone Institute's annual awards for projects that incorporate natural stone.
Various Locations
Chicago
November 14

WASHINGTON, D.C.
Urban Voids: Grounds for Change
Ideas competition for the development of vacant lots in Philadelphia.
vanalen.org/urbanvoids
Registration deadline: November 14

 EVENTS

ATLANTA
Mixed-Use East
Architecture, CPN, and Multi-Housing News' conference on trends for architects and developers.
Ritz Carlton Buckhead
Atlanta
October 27-28

Baltimore
2005 Architecture Week
A week-long series of events focusing on the built environment in the Baltimore area.
Various Locations
Baltimore
October 15-22

Chicago
Designing the Taxi
The Design Trust for Public Space rethinks this mode of transport as it approaches its bicentennial.
Parsons and the New School for Design
New York City
November 1-23

London
Architecture and...Ornament
A lecture examining ornament's place in modern architecture.
Victoria & Albert Museum
London
November 2

New York City
Open House New York
The third annual weekend inviting the public into 150 architecturally and culturally significant sites in New York City.
Various Locations
New York City
October 8-9

Competition

Grohe Winning Designs Competition
Grohe Canada-sponsored competition for kitchens and custom baths that use the company's products.
www.grohewinningdesigns.com
Deadline: November 7

Estonian National Museum Design Competition
Call for entries for a museum in Tartu, Estonia's second largest city.
www.museumcompetition.org/est/home
Deadline: November 10

25th Annual Tucker Architectural Awards
The Building Stone Institute's annual awards for projects that incorporate natural stone.
www.buildingstoneinstitute.org
Deadline: November 11

COMPETITIONS

London
Architecture and...Ornament
A lecture examining ornament's place in modern architecture.
Victoria & Albert Museum
London
November 2

New York City
Open House New York
The third annual weekend inviting the public into 150 architecturally and culturally significant sites in New York City.
Various Locations
New York City
October 8-9

Grohe Winning Designs Competition
Grohe Canada-sponsored competition for kitchens and custom baths that use the company's products.
www.grohewinningdesigns.com
Deadline: November 7

Estonian National Museum Design Competition
Call for entries for a museum in Tartu, Estonia's second largest city.
www.museumcompetition.org/est/home
Deadline: November 10

25th Annual Tucker Architectural Awards
The Building Stone Institute's annual awards for projects that incorporate natural stone.
www.buildingstoneinstitute.org
Deadline: November 11

Urban Voids: Grounds for Change
Ideas competition for the development of vacant lots in Philadelphia.
vanalen.org/urbanvoids
Registration deadline: November 14
You can access all of Architecture's CEU articles online at www.architecturemag.com.

Download any one of the CEUs in our growing library to help fulfill your requirements.

How to earn your CEUs

Each AIA-approved CEU article is 4 pages long and includes a short multiple-choice questionnaire. Once you have reviewed the article, complete the test and send back to Architecture. Your test will be graded and results will be posted directly to your AIA transcript if you are an AIA member or you'll receive a certificate of completion if you are a non-member.

Please note, there is a $10 processing fee.

GET CREDIT. GET AHEAD.
Go to www.architecturemag.com today.
For more information, call 646.654.5754 or e-mail continuinged@architecturemag.com
SpecWizard™
Library

The best way to configure products and write specs.

- Select and configure products quickly and accurately
- Then a spec is automatically produced
- In the CSI 3-Part Format
- No registration required
- FREE

SpecWizard is a trademark of ARCAT, Inc Patent Pending

www.arcat.com
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Expanded Metal Yields A Cost Savings Of Up To 50% Over Perforated

NEW EXPANDED METAL DESIGNS
• Solid areas within the sheet
• Virtually no scrap
• Stretches the metal rather than punching holes
• Makes a stronger product
• Architecturally inspired
• The exciting alternative to perforated
• Great for security uses such as window guards, gates and fencing

Expanded Metal Manufacturers Association
www.emma-assoc.org or call NAAMM 312-332-0405

EXPERF
The Perforated Metal Alternative
• Is Interchangeable with most perforated patterns, has comparable strength, open area and acoustic & filtration properties.
• Offers Design Features that are only available from expanded metal.
• COST SAVINGS - Expanding the material, rather than punching or perforating the openings, saves on the material costs.

Certified ISO 9001:2000

NILES EXPANDED METALS & PLASTICS
ph. 800-321-2727
experf@nilesexpandedmetals.com
www.experf.net

Is it possible to be good for business and good for the environment?

GREEN BY DESIGN 2
A SUSTAINABILITY SYMPOSIUM

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS: ROBERT F. KENNEDY JR. AND TOM CHAPPELL
SEPTEMBER 28-29, 2005
STEELCASE UNIVERSITY LEARNING CENTER GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
SPONSORED BY STEELCASE, THE WEGE FOUNDATION AND GRAND RAPIDS COMMUNITY COLLEGE
TO REGISTER, VISIT WWW.GREENBYDESIGN.BIZ
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ARCHITECTS & DESIGNERS, get involved in today's hottest REAL ESTATE OPPORTUNITY!

New for 2005: TWO essential conferences focusing on the emerging real estate market!

Our highly successful Mixed-Use Development Conference expands to two programs in order to meet coast-to-coast demand for information, contacts and networking.

Hot conference topics:
- Leaders assess the state of mixed use development
- Case studies in success
- Focus on financing: Where's the mixed-use money
- Hot trends in design, construction & entertainment/amenities
- What tenants want: How to attract the right mix of occupants
- Determining the right product mix for the marketplace
- Come together: How to work successfully with government agencies

Register Today!

Mixed-Use EAST Registration
Early bird: before October 10, 2005
AIA member rate: $350
Regular registration: $450
Visit www.cpnonline.com/conferences or call 646.654.4581 (9am - 5pm EST)

Mixed-Use WEST Registration
Early bird: before November 28, 2005
AIA member rate: $350
Regular registration: $450
Visit www.mixedusewest2005.com or call 646.654.4581 (9am - 5pm EST)

Presenting Sponsor
FREMONTPRINT INVESTMENT & LOAN

Corporate Sponsors
NationalGypsum OPUS

Architectural Gallery
carrierjohnson architecture for urban environments

Presented by
ARCHITECTURE CPM

MULTI-HOUSING NEWS
**IOFIT**

Oval tables from BioFit® Engineered Products get school cafeterias into great shape. Seating 10 students at a table gains better use of space with the labor savings of fewer tables. These tables fold, move and store easily. They're super-strong, have an anti-pinch safety feature, and are ideal for food courts. Call 1-800-597-0246 or visit www.biofit.com/tables/10_seat_oval.html

Circle 101

**COOPER LIGHTING**

Designed for low ceiling applications, the 494-RP recessed pendant luminaire features PDS performance optics by Portfolio. Available with a matte white acrylic or optional hand painted faux alabaster bowl, a low iridescent specular clear reflector provides high lumen output with a 658 cut-off of lamp and lamp image with a 5/8" overlapping flange providing gap-free aperture. Trim ring finishes include Satin or Polished Bronze, Brass, Cooper, Matte White or in a Custom Color.

In a universe of design, Portfolio has an answer for your application. For more information, visit aportfolio.com

Circle 103

**ATWEAVE CARPET**

Wheeled carts and chairs glide easily across ConFlor carpet with its woven wool flatweave surface and its dense, high-compression EZRoll back. 15 colors. Concourse is a matching flatweave carpet for walls. Flame-proof back. Rated Class A for resistance to fire and smoke. 19 colors. Next day shipping for both. Contact Eurotex: tel 800.523.0731; fax 215.423.0940; speceurotex@prodigy.net; or go to www.eurotextinc.com

Circle 105

**PRESIDENTIAL SHAKE™**

With a timeless style worthy of its name, the CertainTeed Presidential Shake™ is designed to exceed the industry's toughest performance standards. Constructed of two laminated layers of the most durable roofing materials, the solid 355-pound shingles provide an extra layer of protection and peace of mind. Contact CertainTeed at 800-233-8990 or visit www.certainteed.com.

Circle 102

**Circle 104**

Where do you Rock?

www.eldoradostone.com/walkthrough

**FAAC INTERNATIONAL, INC.**

Invisible Swing Gate Operators—FAAC is the world's largest specialized manufacturer of operators for swing, slide and barrier gate systems. The Model 760 hydraulic swing gate operator is designed specifically for in-ground residential applications. It's power and invisibility make the 760 ideal for large, ornate gates. For more information on the 760 and other FAAC products, visit www.faacusa.com.

Circle 106
GAGEMETAL
An innovative collection of 16 new designs suitable for walls, elevators and column covers. Standard sizes 48" x 96/120" with available thickness from .025" aluminum to 16 gauge stainless steel. Custom design and collaboration is available. 800.786.4243
www.gageverticalsurfacing.com
Circle 107

NORTH COUNTRY SLATE
North Country Slate offers a new brochure explaining the design and performance advantages of their remarkable roofing material to your residential customers. In six glossy pages, "Slated for Excellence" presents all the features and benefits to your client, the homeowner. Make sure you have this brochure on hand for your next discussion on slate roofing. For more information, call 800-975-2835, e-mail us at info@ncslate.com or visit our website at www.northcountryslate.com.
Circle 109

Polytronix, Inc.
Tel: 972-238-7045
Fax: 972-644-0805
Email: sshao@polytronix.com
Website: www.polytronix.com/privacyglass.htm
Circle 111

NATURAL STONE CLADDING SYSTEM
KEPCO+ specializes in the design and installation of prefabricated cladding systems incorporating natural stone, terra cotta, and/or Prefabrication can often provide solutions to the construction industry's most critical constraints: time, budget, and quality. For more information on how prefabrication can help your next project, visit www.kepcoplus.com or call 800.495.9127.
Circle 108

ATTRACTION IMPACT TRAFFIC DOORS
RubbAir's rugged, yet handsomely designed rotomolded Quantum Door provides an excellent means for safely directing material flow & person movement in retail, commercial & industrial facilities. This fully insulated & gasketed impact door features a 250° swing (125° in each direction) advanced hinge design that significantly reduces wear, 100% corrosion resistant hardware, 50% thicker panel that competitive models offer, superior sound & thermal insulation properties.
RubbAir Door Div., 966-7822; Fax: 978-772-7114.
Circle 112
Walker Display helps you design an efficient system for exhibiting artwork anywhere. The functional no-nails design works on all wall surfaces, allowing creativity and easy rearrangement of artwork.

COMPLETE FREE CATALOG AVAILABLE
Walker Display Incorporated
PO Box 16955
Duluth, MN 55816-6955
800-234-7614
www.walkerdisplay.com
Circle 113

Designed for those who refuse to compromise on design, Weather Shield® introduces the new aluminum-clad full radius hinged patio door. Unlike thin roll form cladding, the heavy-duty 060" extruded aluminum cladding on the frame and panels offers dent resistance. And the frames may be matched to the aluminum exterior panels in one of 55 standard and designer colors, virtually any custom color, or eight anodized aluminum finishes. Discover more at www.weathershield.com or call 1-800-477-6808.

Circle 114

The MIXED-USE DEVELOPMENT CONFERENCES offer unique SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES FOR ARCHITECTURAL AND DESIGN FIRMS...

...to network with real estate developers, investors, builders and other mixed-use project decision-makers.

Hot conference topics:
- Tabletop booth, including signage, for product display and company materials
- Logo and link on Mixed-Use Conference web site
- Post-conference attendee profiles and contact information
- Two (2) complimentary registration passes to event for sponsor company executives
- Opportunity to distribute a company premium with logo at the registration desk (premium supplied by sponsoring firm)

Contact bonnie watts, 360.546.0391, bwatts51@aol.com
The School of the Art Institute of Chicago seeks a full time, tenure track faculty member with academic teaching and leadership experience, and expertise in the field of architecture to teach and develop innovative Architecture and Master of Design in Designed Objects degree program to begin in fall 2006; rank and salary are commensurate with experience.

The School is significantly expanding its graduate programs in design, including a new Master of Architecture curriculum, which is structured to overlap significantly with the new Master of Interior Architecture and Master of Design in Designed Objects degree programs. It provides a structure for transdisciplinary teaching and research, including opportunities to intersect with faculty and students in other design and fine art areas at the school.

Applicants must have an active professional practice, preferably with a professional license to practice architecture, relevant teaching and academic experience, and an interest in contemporary design theories and issues. Candidates with significant interest in design for sustainability, emerging technologies and control systems, materials research, urban issues, or landscape issues, and who are familiar with digital workflow, are encouraged to apply.

Core teaching responsibilities will include graduate level studios, seminars, and lab courses in the new Master of Architecture program and other new graduate design programs. The successful candidate will also contribute to departmental leadership, and to the development and teaching of the existing undergraduate BFA pathway in Architecture.

Please send a letter of application, curriculum vitae, statement of research and interests regarding both teaching and design work, visual examples of professional and student work on CD-ROM, DVD, slides, etc., names and addresses of three references, and an SASE (only if you wish to have the materials returned) by October 15, 2005 for priority consideration to:

Architecture Search/Architecture
School of the Art Institute of Chicago
Office of Deans and Division Chairs
37 South Wabash Avenue
Chicago, IL 60603

JUNIOR ARCHITECT

JUNIOR ARCHITECT

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNER
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNER
McKinney and Company is a multi-discipline planning, architecture, engineering, project management and construction services firm specializing in total project delivery for corporate and industrial clients. Since 1979, the firm has been a leader in the field of industrial, high technology manufacturing, laboratory and distribution facility design.

We are currently looking for architects and designers with 3 to 5 years experience, and project architects with 10 years experience in designing commercial and technical environments. AutoCAD experience and state registration is preferred but not required. These positions also require strong management, communication, and organizational skills to work with our valued clients and team members.

This is a challenging opportunity for individuals to become part of an outstanding team; excellent opportunity for professional growth. We offer competitive salary and benefit package, including medical, vision, dental, disability, life, and 401K plan. Please forward resume to: McKinney and Company, Human Resources Manager, P.O. Box 109, Ashland, VA 23005; FAX: (804) 459-0025; Email: lwinn@mckinney-usa.com. www.mckinney-usa.com

SR. ARCHITECTURAL INTERN
Research, plan, design & administer building projects for clients applying knowledge of design, construction procedures, zoning & building codes & building materials. 2 yrs experience required. BS in Architecture. Resume to WHR Architects, 1111 Louisiana St., 26th fl. Houston, TX 77002.

ARCHITECTURE'S classified advertising
To advertise contact Fatima Ruiz at 646 654 5763 (phone) or 646 654 4417 (fax) fruzif@vnubuspubs.com

WATERCOLOR RENDERINGS

Q-CAD DRAFTING SERVICES
Hand-Drafted into CAD
- Low Prices
- Fast Turnarounds
- AIA, Custom, Lite Layers
- AutoCAD or Microstation
- 100% Quality & Accuracy

800-700-3365 | www.Q-CAD.com | qcad@qcad.com
W.A.C. Lighting's low voltage Monorail integrates stunning pendants and fixtures with innovative Quick Connect components.

Easy to assemble, the Monorail bends in the field to create graceful curves and negotiate corners on ceilings and walls.

Tel. 800.526.2588
waclighting.com

Circle 31 or www.architecturemag.com/productinfo
IT'S TIME FOR PRESERVATION ON THE WRONG SIDE OF THE TRACKS, TOO.

BY ROBERT KLARA

On an afternoon's walk through downtown Buffalo, New York, an architecturally minded visitor should prepare for an accelerated heart rate. For here is beautifully restored and fastidiously maintained evidence of what happened when the City Beautiful movement waltzed with industrial prosperity. The concentration of monumental structures by the likes of Daniel Burnham, Louis Sullivan, and Carrère & Hastings—plus later twentieth-century works by Rapp & Rapp and Minoru Yamasaki—explain why historians hail the city as an architectural museum.

After decades of decline, Buffalo is proud of having found the wherewithal to preserve its built legacy, and rightfully so. Good thing, then, that one scuff on its record lies well outside downtown, where visitors are scarce: Buffalo Central Terminal, its windows replaced by plywood, casts its hulking shadow over the slums of the east side. The contrast between the terminal and its pampered brethren downtown is striking visually, of course, but philosophically, too, because it raises an unsettling question: Are worthy buildings preserved solely for their cultural and aesthetic merits, or because they're fortunate enough to be located in "safe" affluent areas?

NEXT STOP, CHICAGO

For the New York Central Railroad, Buffalo was the midway point for the posh limiteds sprinting between New York City and Chicago. In 1925, believing Buffalo would expand, the Central chose a parcel 2.5 miles outside downtown. Its station—a luminous chest of Gustavino tile, pressed-metal ornament, and four types of marble—became a talisman for Buffalo's economic might.

In a story oft told, passenger railroads began their slow roll into oblivion in the 1950s. Central Terminal saw its last train off in 1979. Subsequent owners pillaged the place. When an influential senator allotted $1.5 million in federal funds for the terminal in 1995, Mayor Anthony Masiello diverted the money to a building downtown. That seemed strange, because Central Terminal was quite the plum for any developer: 15 acres for parking, tower floors of 6,000 square feet each, all for the special, low price of $1. That's what the Central Terminal Restoration Corporation (CTRC) paid for the place eight years ago.

THANKS, BUT . . .

Why no takers for Central Terminal? It's not because the trains don't stop there anymore. Whistles haven't echoed across the concourses of the Union Stations in Louisville or St. Louis since the 1970s, either—yet both currently house opulent hotels and those cities' finest restaurants. Nor is it due to lack of effort by preservationists. The CTRC has spent its modest donations on patching the roof and sweeping up, and used $25,000 given by a local bank to repurchase the terminal's concourse clock, which turned up on eBay in 1999. Nor, apparently, is it due to a lack of change in the state coffers—which have coughed up $100 million for H.H. Richardson's Buffalo Psychiatric Center.

So what is it? In a word, location. East Buffalo is poor. Crime rates are high. Even though the terminal property has advantages undreamed of downtown (such as easy interstate access), it's a matter of how one views a half-filled glass. "It's not downtown, it's in the wrong part of town," laments CTRC president Russell Pawlak. "There's this notion that you're going to die if you go there," says Tim Tielman, executive director of the Campaign for Greater Buffalo, another preservation group. "We have to keep plugging away," concludes the CTRC's treasurer Michael Miller. "Eventually the right person with the right connections will come along."

Really? Will Buffalo get a visionary who will take a chance? Because the persisting failure—of the city, of developers—to rescue the terminal isn't just a missed economic opportunity, it's an occlusion of the historic record. Much is lost when the architectural heritage that visitors are shown is limited to those buildings within a stone's throw of a Starbucks.
Design: Alfred Homann

Introducing AH Wall — an affordable family of indoor and outdoor wall luminaires. Created in two sizes, the functional and logical design creates a friendly light while being conscious of the environmental needs of the surroundings.

With a standard 7-year warranty, AH Wall Maxi is available with up to a 35W Halogen light source in addition to the energy-saving Ceramic Metal Halide in 20W or 39W versions. AH Wall Mini is available with a 20W low voltage Halogen Light source.

For more information and to download your AH Wall brochure, visit us at www.louispoulsen.com
Freedom of **EXPRESSION** comes in many shapes and sizes.

Proudly offered: Custom shapes and sizes from Weather Shield give you the freedom to create practically any window or door. Simulated Divided Lite (SDL) stars shown here in maple and True Divided Lite (TDL) stripes in cherry and mahogany from Weather Shield's Custom Wood Interiors Collection®. Blue, red, dark red and opaque white glass from Vanceva® by Solutia®. For complete custom capabilities call 1-800-477-6808 or visit weathershield.com/A

Demand better. Compromise nothing.